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ABSTRACT

Congruence of Perceptions of Motivation Between Adolescent
Clients, Their Therapist, and Parent

by

Amberly R. Johnson, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2007

Major Professor: D. Kim Openshaw, Ph.D.
Department: Family, Consumer, and Human Development

The purpose of this study was to ex plore perceptions of adolescent 's motivation to
change in therapy, specifically while res iding in a residentia l treatment center (RTC) and
participating in fam ily therapy. Motivation for change was exa mined in three contexts.
The first context for examining the adolescent' s moti vation for change was in re lat ion to
their stage of therapy. The second and third contexts for examining the adolescent ' s
moti vati on for change was in relation to perceptions the adolescent' s therapi st and parent
had of their motivation to change. In addition, the study explored whether there was a
relationship between the congruence of perceptions of motivation to change between
ado lescent and therapist, and adolescent and hi s or her parent with the ado lescent's
progress in therapy. A sample of I 0 ado lescent clients in a RTC comp leted the University
of Rhode Island Change Assessment (U RICA). The sample also included the
adolescents' I 0 parents and four therapi sts. Parents and therapi sts completed revised
lr

versions of the URICA developed to obtain therapi sts' and parents' perceptions of
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ado lescents ' motivation to change. The findings indicated that most adolescents reported
scores suggesting that their level of motivati on wo uld be classified as in the preparati on
stage of change. Data from the study also suggested that therapists and parents perceived
adolescents as higher on the precontemplati on subscale ofURICA than the adolescents
perceived themse lves. No support was found for the theoretical relati onship between
cong ruence in perceptions of moti vati on and progress in therapy, but future research
needs to detem1ine if a relationship exists given the inability to examine thi s relationship
statisticall y due to limitations o f the study. Considerations fo r future research are given
along with impli cations for marriage and fam il y therapy.

(11 9 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Increasin gly researchers have foc used on what works in the rapy (Hubbl e, Duncan,

& Miller, 1999). The body of literature these researchers have publi shed provide us with
many critical factors that contribute to successful the rapy outco mes. One o f these factors
is motivati on (Ta llman & Bohart, 1999). Motivat ion is a com plex idea consisting of
several aspects. Miller and Roll nick (2002) have deve loped a three-factor definition of
motivation including readi ness to change, wi llingness to make changes, and one' s sense
of a bility to make a change.
Other researchers (e.g., Dec i & Ryan, 1985 ; Harte r, 198 1) have characteri zed
moti vat io n as either intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic moti vation is a sense o f urgency one
feels for change, and an internal desire to ma ke a change. Research has supported the
necessit y of int rinsic motivat ion in order for therapy to be effective (D uhi g & Phares,
2003). Extrin sic mo ti vat ion is pressure from outside sou rces. With ado lescents in therapy,
many times there is substantia l ex trinsic motivation for change. Thi s comes from pare nts,
teachers, or even legal systems. With so much pressure from outside sources, parents and
therapi st may assume that the adol escent cl ient is moti vated to change. However, the
client may or may no t be ready to change, and what he is motivated to c hange may or
may not be what others feel he needs to change (Duhig & Phares).
Researchers have found that when the rapi sts are not sensiti ve to their client' s
motivatio n leve l, the rapy is less effective, particularly if the clients have low in itial levels
of motiva tion (Mi ll er & Rollni ck, 199 1). In a face-to-face outpatient setting, the
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moti vationa l level is important to understand and address across the the rapeutic time
frame. When the context of the face-to-face outpa tient setting moves into a residential
trea tment center (RTC), then the issue of congruence in percepti on of moti vation seems
to be o f particu lar impo rtance considering the variety of interventi ons being employed, as
well as the numbe r of staff involved (Phares & Danforth, 1994). In thi s situation, it seems
logical that the primary therapist would be the individual to assess for motiva tion and
communicate the level of moti vation to those who perform c riti cal, but adjunctive, ro les
in the therapy process (recreational therapist, music therapist, line staff. and other
professionals involved in the system).
T hi s research examines motivati on in a residential treatment cente r with a focus
on the understand in g of the clie nt 's motivation through the eyes of the therapi st. Two
researc h questions ihe researchers seek to address are ; first, " Whe re do ado lescents'
URICA sco res place them along the continuum of change, as proposed by Prochaska a nd
Di C lemente ( 1984)?" and second , " Whe n gro uped accord in g to their le ngth o f time in
treatment (Phase I or Phase 2), where do ado lescents' UR ICA sco res place them along
the continuum of change?"
The next two research questi ons of th is study attempt to examine the congruence
between the therap ist and client 's percepti ons and the rel ative impact it mi ght have on
therapy. The third quest ion the researchers of this study ask is, " Is the re a difference
between the adolescent's motivation scores on the URICA, when compared with that of
hi s or her therapi st moti vation score de ri ved fro m the T-PCMI? " The fou rth question
also deal s with the level of congruence between ado lescent client 's perception and the
therapi st's perception. It has two parts: first, " Is the congruence between the adolescent' s

and therapist 's motivation scores, as measured by the UR ICA and the T-PCM I, related to
the ado lescent ' s reported progress in therapy?" and second, " Is the congruence between
the adolescent' s and therapist' s motivation scores, as measured by the UR ICA and the TPC MI , related to the therapist's reported level of the adolescent 's progress in therapy?"

Fami ly Therapy

Family Therapy is an intervention increasingly looked toward for the treatment of
mental health concerns across the context spectrum from the indi vidual to the family
(N ichols & Schwartz, 2004). Famil y systems theory wou ld recommend that ado lescent
problems be treated with in a family context, or at least family therapy be a part of the
overa ll therapeutic regimen. Although an ado lescent is invol ved in a res identi al treatment
cente r, family the rapy has been demonstrated to be of significance to the sho n and longterm outcome fo r therapy. When applying systems theo ry to family therapy in a RTC
setting, there are several concepts of parti ular importance, name ly, who leness and blame
(G uttman, 1991 ).
The rationa le for including the concept of wholeness when exam ining change in
adolescents, specificall y those who are being provided therapy in a RTC, lies in the
nature of the interaction of the subsystems. Family subsystems are unique in that their
initi al focus is morphostasis. When change is initiated, for example the adolescent is
provided therapy and then returned home. The tendency is towards wholeness and
stabi lity. Fami ly therapy allows for all subsystems to accommodate and assimilate
changes during and prior to the adolescents return , thus allowing the family to remain
"whole."
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One advantage of using a famil y therapy approach, beyond the likelihood that it
provides better adjustment when the adolescent returns to the home, is that the basic
philosophy is one that avoids blaming any one member or subsystem (Guttman, 1991 ).
For instance, parents are not blamed for a child 's oppositional behavior, but rather looked
to as part of the long-term solution. The more invo lved the entire system is, the greater
the chance for second-order change and less likelihood of relapse (Guttman).
In famil y therapy, parents are part of the therapeut ic system and may experience
dissonance and accompanying fru strati on similar to the therapist' s if they are not
sensitive to their adolescent' s leve l of moti vat ion to address the problem in therapy.
Duhig and Phares (2003) found that parents were often more di stressed about their
adolescent' s presenting problem than the adolesce nt was, leading to the parents to have
hi gher levels of moti vation to change the ado lescent 's behavior than the ado lescent
themselves had. In that it is posi ted, that whe n adolescen t and parental percepti ons of
motivati on are not congruent, both parties experience fru stration in the therapeutic
process, the question ari ses. " Is there a difference between the ado lescent ' s mot ivati on
score, as measured by the UR ICA, when compared with that of his or her parent
motivati on score derived from the P-PCMI ?" In addition, the researchers want to know if
there is a difference between the adolescent's perceptions of hi s or her level of motivation
to change when compared to that of hi s or he r parent , is it related to their progress in
therapy. The sixth and final research questi on the researchers of this study will explore is
has two parts. The first states, " Is the congruence between the adolescent's and parent' s
moti vation scores, as measured by the UR ICA and P-PCMI , related to the ado lescent's
reported progress in therapy?" The seco nd Sti!tes, " Is the congruence between the

ado lescent ' s and parent' s motivation scores, as measured by the UR ICA and P-PC MI ,
related to the parent ' s reported level of the ado lescent 's progress in therapy?" These
research questions appear to be important to understand both at the beginning of therapy,
as well as during the course thereof.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to exp lore perceptions of ado lescent 's motivati on to
change in therapy, specifically while residing in a RTC and participating in fami ly
therapy. Motivation for change was examined in three contexts. The first con tex t for
examining the adol escent 's motivation for change was in relat ion to their stage of
therapy. The second and third contexts fo r examining the adolescent's motivati on for
change was in relat ion io perceptions the adolescent 's therapist and parent had of th ei r
mot ivati on to change . In the fo llowing review of the literature the researchers support the
hypothesis that thi s congruence between the ado lescent 's moti vatio n to change in therapy
and the perception s their parents and therap ist's have of the adolescent's mo ti vati on to
change appears to be an influential factor for success ful therapeuti c o utco me. To further
examine thi s hypothes is, this study began to explo re whether there is a relati onship
between the congruence of percepti ons of motivation to change between adolescent and
therapi st, and adolescent and hi s or her parent with the adolescent 's pro gress in therapy.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Many factors make the difference between successful therapy that helps faci litate
cha nge and therapy that does not (Hubble et a!. , 1999). One of the factors that inOuence
therapeutic success appears to be moti vation (Tallman & Bohart, 1999). Motivation
entai ls an indi vidual' s readiness for change, wi ll ingness to experience the change, and the
indi vidual's percei ved ability to feel she is capab le of change (Mi ller & Rollnick, 2002).
Researchers have fo und moti vation to be a critica l factor, particularl y when the therapi st
and client are not approaching the problem from the same level of motivation (M ill er &
Roll nick , 199 1, 2002). In family therapy, parents may ex perience problem s sim ilar to the
therapi st when there is not a congruence of percepti on in regard s to the cli ent 's level o f
motivation. In thi s study, systems theo ry is used as the lens from which to view how a
lack of perceptual congruence leads to struggle or di ssonance that interferes with the
therapeuti c process (But ler & Bird, 2000; Mi ll e r & Rollnick, 2002).

Systems Theory

A vari ety of concepts underlie the theoretical makeup of systems theory. Several
are pertinent to thi s study , including subsyste ms, boundaries, rules, interdependence,
feedback, wholeness, blame, and change. A system is made up of subsystems
(Bronfenbrenner, 1989), ihe most basic level being the indi vidual system, which is
composed of a person's biological and psychological attributes . Beyond the individual
system, Bronfenbrenner noted that there is the micro-, macro-, meso-, and excosystem

that are chronologicall y organized. Subsystems are hierarchical , differ in their
presentation of power (French & Raven , 1962), and are uniquely coord inated in their
inte raction by the mechanisms of boundaries, which are rule defined (Guttman, 1991 ).
Rules and/or meta rules clarify, though not necessarily at a conscious level, the nature
and ex tent of, or lack of, interaction one can anticipate (Guttman).
Change is a dynamic systems concept suggesting ongoing syste mic alteration that
is regulated by feedback systems (Guttman, 199 1). There are two basic feedback " loops"
that regula te systemic organi zation , namely, positive feedback (positive feedback forces a
famil y into a new way of behaving by making old behavior pattems untenabl e or
morphoge nesis) and negative feedback (negative feedback attempts to correct the system
in trouble and to re-establish its previou s state of equilibrium, homeostasi s; Sauber,
L' Aba te, & Weeks, 1985). These feedback loops in vo lve everyone in the system, thus
o ne person o r pa1t of the system is not to "blame" for when things change or do not
change. The e ntire syste m is invol ved because as part of the syste m cha nges the entire
syste m must change to incorporate that change if it is to remai n who le. Thi s is the
concept of wholeness (Guttman) .
Family syste ms theory describes how inte rconnectedness influe nces change,
suggesting theoretically, that when change does occur, a change in one member of the
system will result in a concomitant response in one or more other members of that
syste m. Guttman ( 1991) described how the indi vidual member of the system that changes
is the so urce of new information, which the fam ily responds to with either positive or
negative feedback. Pos itive feedback supports the change and results in an
accom modating change in the rest of the system. Thi s change is called morphogenesis

(Guttman). Negative feedback supports morphostasis, or a -lack of change. Through
negat ive feedback, the source of new information is told to forgo the changes they have
made and fit back into the system. Some me mbers of a system can more eas il y fos ter
change than othe rs due to their position and power, which is often determined by age
(G uttman).
Whe n conside ring the ado lescent in the context of the family, it is logical to
assume that the pare nts wi ll have a greater power d iffere nti al than will the adolescent. If
the parents impose change [e.g. , through coercive power (French & Raven, 1962)], while
change may occur, it may do so in a way tha t results in a negat ive outcome. For exam ple,
the parents may hope that an ado lescent wi ll be obedi ent through their forcing of rules,
yet the o utco me may be the adolescent rebe lling through oppositional be hav ior.
When the adolescent is in therapy it is importa nt to unde rsta nd the rul es
govern ing pa rent and ado lescent interaction. It is suggested that these rules will affect the
possibility o f cha nge as therapy progresses . Most importantl y, if the fa mil y rules are not
fac ilitative o f ongo ing change or stabi lizati on once the adolescent returns to the home, it
is li kely that the c ha nges brought about by therapy may be undone. On the other hand,
because of the influence of the fami ly rules system, if the famil y is invo lved in the
thera py, so that underl ying ru les and meta-rul es become congruent with changes the
ado lescent ado pts, it is highly li kely that whe n the ado lescent returns home he will
accommoda te and assimilate in such a manner that therapeutic change is supported.
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Families Presenting to Therapy

There are man y factors to be considered when attempting to understand the
dynamics of change, not only individually, but systemicall y as well. Increas ingly cli ents
(i.e., referring to individuals, couples or fa milies) are presenting to therapy for a variety
o f reasons, most commonly assoc iated with subj ective di stress, or in other words, distress
that they experience emotionally (American Psychological Association, 2000) . These
individuals tend to be good at verbalizing the nature of their emotional discomfort, yet do
not seem to be able to identi fY the source of these emotionall y, di stressful cognitions or
behaviors. Interestingly, however, while there seems, at first glance, a desi re to alter their
emotional, cognitive or interactive states to reso lve and reconcile the di stress, many, once
in therapy, show little therapeutic progress toward s goals set out and identified in the
treatment plan. It is suggested that one reason for this is that the client 's motivati on to
maintain the pred ictabi lity of their current situation may be hi gher than their mot ivati on
to a lter their situation (Miller & Roll ni ck , 199 1).

Motivation

Motivation to change assumes that one des ires change to occur--{)r that through
the therapeutic process, desire to change will be enhanced so that chan ge can occur.
Motivation has commonly been viewed as an "all or nothing" phenomena in therapy,
perpetuating the belief that clients are wil ling to wo rk and bring about change, or they are
not (van Bilsen, 1995). From the perspective of therapists and theorists, a lack of
motivation could be attributed to such factors as a client's unwillingness to (a) accept the
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therapist' s diagnosi s, (b) agree with the therapist's recommendations, (c) accept her role
in the problem (denial), (d) engage therapeutic interventions and homework (resistant), or
(e) to put forth the effort necessary to bring about change (res istant; Miller & Rollnick,
1991 , 2002). Miller and Roll nick ( 1991 ), however, di sputed these suggestions, indi cati ng
that that res istance is a normal stage in the process of change, especially if the client does
not feel they have the ability to make the necessary changes. Miller and Ro llni ck further
stated that an emphasis on what the cl ient does or is wi lling to do is the more crit ical
determ inant of therapeutic o utcome.
A review of the literature suggests that there are a variety of factors correlated
with the process o f change a nd successful therapeuti c outcome. Three such factors
relevant to thi s study are moti vati on (Tallma n & Bohart, 1999), strength of the
therape uti c relationship (Bac helor & Horvath , 1999), and encouraging hope or
ex pectancy (Snyder, Micheal, & Cheavens, 1999). While many factors a re relevant, the
intent o f thi s study is to foc us specifically on mot ivati o n (Tall man & Bohart) as de fined
by Mille r a nd Roll nick ( 199 1). Although the focus on moti vation may suggest to the
reader a linear effect on change, it must be reali zed that moti vation is o nl y one variab le,
and most likel y has a direct, indirect and inte racti ve effect.

The Many Faces of MotivationTowards a Definition
Motivation has been touted as one of the critical factors associated wi th change,
regard less of whether we are examin ing a clinical population, adolescents in an academic
setting, or e mployment advancement. In other words, it does not appear to matter what
the person is engaging in , if that person desires to do something different, or have a
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d ifferent outcome than what is being experienced, the person must have an internal sense
of"urgency" to move beyo nd one's origina l position (Hanna, 2002). Wh ile " urgency"
may be considered an internal or intrapsych ic phe nomeno n, the researche rs of thi s study
conceptua li ze it in the contex t o f three dimensions of change, namely, (a) readiness to
cha nge, (b) willingness to do something different, a nd (c) recogniti on and acceptance of
one's abiliti es and capa bilities for change (Miller & Rollnick , 2002).

Readiness to make a change to a new l{fe position. Miller and Ro ll nick ( 199 1)
conceptuali zed moti vati on as "a state of readiness or eagerness to change" (p . 14) .
Conceptua lizing moti vati on as "a state of read iness" all ows for the the rapist to influe nce
the client 's moti vati on. For example, if a c li e nt presents to therapy a nd wavers with
regards to whether or not to make cha nge, the the rapi st can recogni ze a nd acknowled ge
the leve l o f readiness as an issue and ori ent initia l thera peutic effo rts towa rds thi s
a mbiva le nce. In so do ing, therapy could prepare the c li e nt fo r c hange a nd increase th e
like lihood of a successful o utcome. On the ot her hand, if the clie nt ' s level of read iness
suggests motivati on of a sufficient degree to move the therapeuti c p rocess forwa rd , then
inte rventi ons are designed collaboratively and commensurate to the cli ent ' s leve l of
readiness.
It is not meant to oversimpli fy the nature of readiness . Readiness must take into
cons ideration a varie ty of factors including, though no t limited to , presenting complaint,
context in which the complaint is grounded , resources available, methods previously
employed to bring abo ut change and their relative degree o f success, and so forth (Miller
& Ro llnick, 199 1).
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Willingness to do what it takes to make a difference. Hanna (2002) and Hanna
and Hunt ( 1999) suggested that whil e "urgency" is a necessary condition for change, it is
not sufficient to engage the moti vati onal leve l requ ired for it to occur. They suggested
that anot her component of moti vation is the cli ent' s "wi llingness" to change or to adopt
life strategies that are translated into new or rev ised systemic rules and/or meta-rul es . The
extent to which a person is will ing to change represents the perceived relati ve importance
of c hange and is often a func tion of the degree o f discrepancy between the clie nt' s status
(e.g., degree of oppositionality) and the desired or sought after goal (e.g., socia l
compliance; Miller & Rollnick , 2002).

Recognition and implementation of one's abilities to change. Ability is
conceptualized at the general sense of self~efficacy or confidence for change, and is the
third cha racteri stic of moti vati on (Mi lle r & Rollnick , 2002). lf a cli ent fee ls they do not
have the abi lity o r effic acy to change. they may use defense mechanisms such as denial ,
rati onali zatio n, or di spl aceme nt to ease the percei ved di screpancy between hi s cu rrent
state and desired goal (M ill er & Ro ll nick) . For instance, using the example above, if a
cli ent is currentl y oppositional, and the desired goa l is soc ial compli ance, alt ho ugh the
client feels that he is so different from the rest of society that he is not capabl e of socia l
compli ance, he may use denial and resist the therapist' s suggestions towards social
compliance.
These three characteristics of change are not mutually exclusive, but rather
interrelated. If the client is not ready to change, because she feels an inability to change,
then increas ing her perceived ability to change may likely lead to increases in her
wi llingness to change. Likewise, if the client is unw illing to change because she does not
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like the therapist she is working with , or the means of change presented to her, thi s may
decrease her readiness to change from previous levels. When referring to motivatio n in
this study, the researchers are referring to these three interacti ve factors as criti cal
attr ibutes of the concept.

Intrinsic compared to extrinsic motivation. Some theori sts (Deci & Ryan, 1985;
Harter, 1981 ; Lepper, Iyengar, & Corpus, 2005; Oti s, Grouzet, & Pelleti er, 2005) have
conceptuali zed moti vation based on the source, including intrin sic and ex trinsic
moti vation. Intrinsic moti vati on is motivation that comes from within onese lf, whi ch has
been used as an operational definition of motivation in this manuscript. Extrinsic
moti vat ion is pressure from ex ternal sources such as parents or the law, wh ich atte mpt to
force change. A lthough, these external regu latio ns a re help fu l so urces in that they bring
the client to opportunities for help, research has suppo rted the hypothesis that intrinsic
motivation is associated with more effecti ve therapy (.Joe, Simpson, & Broome, 1998 ;
Pelletier, Tuson, & Haddad , 1997). In fact, ex terna l factors of moti vat ion have on ly been
related to positive treatment o utcome when internal factors are also present (Ryan , Pl a nt,

& O'Ma ll ey, 1995).
Based on these findin gs, moti vation is best conceptuali zed as intrinsic moti vation,
which is further clarified by the interaction of the three interconnected factors described
previous ly, namely readiness, willingness, and one's sense of ability to make a change.

Theories of Change and Motivation
A lthough therapi sts have unique theories of change, only a handful of model s
have been developed to explain how change occurs in therapy and received empirical
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support. Prochaska and Di Clemente's ( 1984) Stages of Change model and Han na ' s
(2002) precursors to change model are two empiricall y supported model s that specifically
address motivation.

Stages of change. Prochaska and DiC lemente's ( 1984) tran stheo reti ca l model,
often referred to as the "stages of change mode l" has been popular with clin icians and
researchers fo r some time (Sutton, 200 I). The transtheoretical model resu lted from over
12 years of studying how people change addictive behav iors (Prochaska, DiClemente, &
Norcross, 1992). This model has since been applied to other presenting problems
including anxiety (Dozios, Westra, Co ll ins, Fung, & Garry, 2003), nutrition (Hoy et a!.,
2005), and adolescents w ith diverse mental hea lth issues (Cohen, Glaser, Calhoun,
Bradshaw, & Petrocelli, 2005; Roch len, Rud e, & Baron, 2005). The transtheoret ical
model is a major component of Miller and Roilnick's (1991) Mot ivational Interviewing
model.
The tran st heoreti cal model focuse on the process of change using a stage of
change framework. The process of change refers to the underl yi ng mechani sms used by
an indi vidual or system in bringin g about alterati on in its governin g rules and meta-ru les.
If change is merel y a momentary alteration in the rul es without overall impact on the
functioning of the system, it is perceived as first order change. On the other hand , when
change occurs in such a way so that the governing rules and meta rules elicit consistent
and long-term variation in cognition, affect, and behavior, such change is referred to as
second order change. The latter is most critical to therapeutic interventi on and outcome.
The desire of therapy is to bring about sufficient change in the person or system to
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encourage increased personal and systemic well-being while decreasi ng subjective
distress or conflict.
It is the presumption of the transtheoretical model that change occurs within the

context of given stages, beginning with the precontemplative stage and continuing on
thro ugh to the stage known as maintenance. According to Prochaska and DiC lemente
( 1984), the stages of change include precontemplation, contemplat ion, preparation,
action, and maintenance. Although these stages of change proceed one from another, in
reality they represent a description of the cl ient's readiness to change . A short description
of each of these stages follows (Prochaska eta!., 1992).
The stage of precontemplarion is characteri zed by a lack of awareness that a
problem ex ists. Family members or other people in the individual 's li fe may see that a
prob lem is ev ident, but there is no persona l awareness. When the indi vidual begins to
gain awareness of the problem he enters the conrernplarion sf age. At thi s stage the
individua l considers change and often goes hack and forth between desiring change and
being ready to comm it to the process of changi ng. Once he commits to change the
indi vidual begins mak ing preparations for change. The prepararion stage was at one time
eliminated from the model because it appeared that there was not empirical support for
this stage. However, distinct groups were found with high levels of both contemplation
and acti on scores. This describes the stage of preparation. These indi vidual s have decided
to take action, but have not yet engaged in the change process. Thi s stage was originally
labeled Dec ision-Making (Prochaska eta!. , 1992).
The action stage begins when change and behavior modification begin to be
evident. The individual is taking act ive steps to change her problem and become the
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person they want to be. Indi viduals are only classified as being in the action stage if they
have successful ly made change for somewhere in between one day to six months. After
six months they move to the maintenance stage. At the stage of maintenance the
individual has successfully changed her behavior and her problem is no longer ev ide nt.
However, the work is not done in that the clien t is sti ll work ing to maintain the progress
that has been made and the occurrence of a relapse is still a concem . The individual is
work ing to stabili ze the behavior change ( Prochaska eta!., 1992).
In sum. the stages of change model is not a linear model, but rather a spiral model
of change (Prochaska et a!., 1992). People will often go thro ugh the stages several times
before finally exiting the spira l, but each ti me getting closer to the goa l.

Hanna's model. Hanna (2002) describes seven precursors to change. At first
glance they appear simil ar to Prochaska and DiCl emente's ( 1984) stages of change, but
I-ianna explained that these seven precursors come even before the second of Prochaska
and DiCleme nte's stages of change and are espec iall y helpful when the client is in the
first stage, precontemp lation. He describes how these seven precurso rs are how o ne
overcomes the precontemplation stage. The seven precursors are: (a) a sense of urgency,
(b) a w illingness or read iness to experience anx iety or diffi cu lty, (c) awareness, (d)
confronting the prob lem, (e) effort or wi ll toward change, (f) hope for change, and (g)
social support for change. Hanna described how therapists can also use these seven
precursors in making the change to overcome therapi st interference.
Prochaska and DiClemente's ( 1984) tra nstheoretical model is used in thi s study
for two reasons. First, it is more extensive than Hanna 's model in that it add resses cli ents
who mi ght be labeled as having low motivation (preco ntemplation and contemplation
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stages) as wel l as client s with sufficient motivation to change (preparatio n and acti on
stages). The second reason for choosing thi s theoret ica l framework is the ex tensive
empirical support for the model. The model was developed based on empirical findin gs
and revised as new information was presented (Prochaska et al. , 1992). The empirical
interest in this model has contributed to the deve lopment of several instruments [e.g. ,
URJCA (McCohhaughy, Prochaska, & Velicer, 1983) and SOCRATES (Mil ler &
Tonigan, 1996)] designed to assess a client's stage of change (Mill er & Roll nick, 199 1).

Summary of Theoretical Framework

To thi s point, bas ic concepts of systems theo ry have been presented so as to
provide a foundation for understanding the critica l dimension of subsystems working
(e.g., client and therapist) together in the process of change. The traditional co ncept of
resistance has been reframed from being viewed as unwillingness to put forth effort or
engage in the therapeut ic process, to that of fl state of low moti vati on. Motivation, fo r
purposes of thi s study, is conceptuali zed around three concepts: willingness to engage in
the change process, readiness to chan ge, and self-efficac y or sense of ability to make the
change. Finall y, the stages of change, as presented by Prochaska et al. ( 1994), have been
articu lated.
The next focus of thi s thes is will be on why the cl ient 's leve l of moti vation is a
necessary condition for the therapist to understand if therapeutic endeavors are going to
result in change.
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Im pact of Motivation on Treatment

Motivation has been shown to be an important factor in the outcome of therapy in
many age groups and areas of therapy. In treating substance abuse and other addictive
behaviors the importance of moti vation has been especially emphasized. One exampl e is
the findings of Joe et al. (1998), whi ch demonstrated that low levels of motivation are
associated with hi gh therapy dropout rates. In contrast, high moti vation levels were
associated with increased session attendance and strong therapeutic alliances. DeLeo n,
Melnick, and Kresse! (1997) found that dynamic characteristics, notabl y moti vati on, of
clients presenting to treatment for drug abuse appear to be more relevant to retention than
" fi xed" characteristics such as demography or the client 's preferred drug. DeLeon et al.
also emphas ized the extent to which the relation ship between retenti on and treatment
effecti veness has been consistently doc umented .
As introduced prev iously, it is especiall y impo rtant to look at the influence o f
motivatioru on therapy because motivation is no t a constant characteristic of a client. It
can move !from one degree to another throug hout the therapy process (M ill er & Rollni ck,
1991 ). In o rder to overcome the barri er to treatment low levels of moti vation create,
therapi sts can take different approaches, depending on the client's readiness to change hi s
level of motivation (Davidson, Roll nick, & M ac Ewan, 1991 ). Rapp, Li , Siegal, and
DeLiberty (2003) emphasized the importance of starting where the client is in regard to
moti vation . They found that initial moti vation levels were unrelated to the outcome of
therapy, arg uing that initial low levels of motivation do not necessaril y mean treatment
will fail as many therapists assume.
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If the findin gs ofRapp et al. (2003) are va lid , then why have so many other
studies (e.g. , DeLeon et al. , 1997; Joe et al. , 1998) identifi ed low motivation as a
predictor of poor treatment outcome? Research conducted by Rapp et al. and Davidson et
al. ( 1991) illuminates this paradox. These researchers articulated the importance of the
therapist's acknowledgment of the client's c urrent state, and using an approach unique to
the client's level of motivation, in order to fac ilitate a successful treatment outcome.
However, this answer leads us, as researchers, to another question. If motivation is
amendable to change, why do so many clin icians apparen tl y fa il to increase the cli ent' s
level of moti vation? What Miller and Roll nick (2002) have labeled as disso nance appears
to be a primary reason why many clients do not move through the stages of change
toward the action stage, which is the stage that appears to lead to the most favorab le
outco mes when using traditional therapeutic approac hes .

Dissonance
Miller and Rol lnick (2002) described di ssonance and conso nance as the degree to
which the co unselor' s strategies match the client' s read iness level. Di sso nance occurs
whe n there is a mismatch of strategies to the cli ent 's readiness level. An example of a
mi smatch of strategies is if a therapist works with a client to make behavioral changes
toward ga ining prosocial friend s when the client is still onl y considering whether or not
she wants to change her situation. Miller and Rollnick ( 1991 , 2002) illustrated how this
leads to frustration and can even heighten clients' resistance. When there is di ssonance,
the therapist and client are workin g on different tasks resulting in frustration that is often
mi sinterpreted as cli ent 's unwillingness to work. While the client is often viewed as
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unw illi ng to work, the therapist is likely to be blamed fo r using inadeq ua te techniques or
hav ing poo r relat ional skill s (Proc haska et al. , 1992).
Another way dissonance between client and the rapi st has been conceptuali zed is
by the term ·'struggle." Butl er a nd Bird (2000) de fined struggle as the syste mic process
tha t occurs when a therapi st a nd client are no t wo rking on the same tasks. T hey also
emphasize that neither the therapist nor the clie nt is to blame, because both are wo rking
on the goal they fee l is going to be most benefi cial; however, clinicians can become
aware of struggle and employ efforts to match their goals to that of the cl ient. Struggle or
di ssonance is often hard to obse rve, yet leads to significant negati ve outco mes in therapy
such as treatment dro po ut (Butl er & Bird).
A compound ing fac tor to d issonance is that when cli ents present to trea tment ,
moti vatio n is o ften ass um ed by the the ra pi st (van Bil se n, 1995). Pro fess ionals can
unintenti ona lly lower clie nt's moti vation by working from an assumed perspecti ve of
cli ent moti vation (Wagner & McMahon, 2004). Assuming a cli ent is moti va ted to cha nge
can lead to the therapist taki ng upon himself too muoh of the responsibility fo r cha nge
(Butler & Bird, 2000; va n Bil sen, 1995). As the therapist takes o n the respons ibility fo r
chan ge he focuses more and more on the cl ie nt's resistance and get further o ut o f touc h
with where the client is a t. Ha nna (2002) refe rred to thi s as therapi st interfe rence.
The frustration that results from dissonance may on the one hand contribute to
therapi st inte rference and decrease a client 's leve l o f moti vation, yet on the other hand , it
may affect the overall therapeutic process, pa rticularl y joining a nd treatment pl anning.
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Joining and I he Process of Mol iva/ion
One of the most critical aspects of therapy, as it relates to moti vation and as such,
therapeutic outcome, is the relationship developed between the cli ent and therapi st
(Broome, Knight, Knight , Hiller, & Simpson, 1997). The underl ying process invol ved in
fostering an effective therapeutic alliance is joining. Minuchin, Nichols, and Lee (2007)
suggested that
joining is a prerequisite to making (a cl ient] feel sufficientl y understood to trust a
therapist who asks (him o r her] to re-examine [his o r her] interactions .... Before
(a] person is wi ll ing to attempt some therapeutic exercise, he or she needs to feel
secure that the [therapist] understands . .. the limitatio ns it imposes . Likewi se,
[cl ients] need to know that a therapist understands that they' re doing what they ' re
doing for a reason, and they may be hesitant to try something different for fear
that it might make things worse. (p. I 08)
It appears, therefore, that a pre-condition of change , which m ight be noted by the

transi tion from precontemplation to con templation, wou ld be the establishm ent of a
positive therapeutic relationship through the therapeutic modali ty known as joining.
In support of the power of the therapeutic re lat ionship, Rochlen et a l. (2005)
noted that , according to therapi st ratin gs. the therapi st' s perception of the work ing
alliance was the on ly factor in the study that was no t significantl y different between
clients in the precontemplation stage and clients at other stages. The researchers
interpreted this finding as evidence that the therapists in the study were not aware of the
impact the client 's stage of change o r level of motivation was having on the working
alli ance. It was further suggested by Rochlen et al. that the therapeutic relationship, if
constant across the course of therapy, will continue to facilitate movement from one stage
of change to the next. Unfortunately, it was a lso noted that not only do therapists pay
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only modest attention to the process and stages of change per se, they oft times neglector do not know how- to assess for it.

Treatment Planning and Motivation
Once a therapeutic alliance has beeli establi shed, treatment planning becomes the
next essential step in the process of engaging therapy. While this is the case, it is not
uncommon for the client and therapist to come together, initiall y, with mismatched goals
and objecti ves, or desired outcomes. Thi s mi smatch is an example of ' dissonance' as
described by (Mi ller & Rollnick, 2002). In that joining is a continuous process within and
across therapy, frustration caused by dissonance may not only effect the therapeutic
alliance, but may also rippl e out into the therapeutic process in general, and more
specifically treatment planning.
Although therapi sts understand the importance of fonnulatin g a treatment plan to
gu ide their intervent ive strategies, some therapi sts ass ume this role witho ut establi shing
the level of readi ness of the cli ent in making change. The astute therapist will , however,
reali ze that the client rarely, if ever in the beginning of therapy, mak es her agenda
explicit. This recognition speaks to the issue of initial motivation as it relates to treatment
planning, and specifically brings attention for why therapists need to be aware of the
client's level of readiness as they move towards fostering a coll aborative treatment
planning process. When there is consonance, or a match between the therapist's strategies
and the client's readiness level, effective treatment planning is facilitated and the
treatment goals are more likel y to be mel (M ill er & Roll nick, 2002). When consonance is
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pre sent, the therapist will not expect the client to begin changing behaviors she is not yet

motivated to change, but rather will work toward increasing the client's motivati on.

Adolescents

Adolescence is recognized as that stage of deve lopment beginning at about the
age of 10 or II (onset of puberty) and continues, at least according to current research, up
through the end of the development of formal operative thought (age 25; Santrock, 2007).
Although Hall (1904) identified ado lescence as a period of"stonn and stress," other
researchers (Mead, 1928; Offer, Ostrov, Howard, & Atkinson, 1988) have suggested that
it is not as traumatic as Hall has proposed. Although most adolescents make the transition
into adulthood without significant difficu lty, there are those who do present with
psychologica l, behavioral and/or socia l problems (e.g., a ffective or anxiety disorder,
conduct disorder, oppositionally defiant disorder; Hanna & Hunt, 1999). Whil e so me of
the research will tie these difficulti es to biol ogical predi spositions, most now adopt a
biopsychosocial perspective, which suggests that while there may be biological
predisposit ions, such predispositions are in interaction with the adolescents psychologica l
fu nctioni ng and social environment (Santrock) . One of the crit ical social contexts
influencing adolescent development is that o f the family (Berman & Napier, 2000).

Adolescents and the Process

of Change

Change is an ongoing process experienced by all human beings, adolescents being
no exception. There are, when one investigates the process of change as it relates to
adolescents, identifiable factors that are supportive of this process; for example, two most
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specific to thi s study include, the system or systems in which the ado lescent is in vo lved
(e.g. , fami ly and therapeutic) and the adolescents' motivation to change.
Motivation to change has been noted as o ne key area of working with ado lescents
(Adelman, Kaser- Boyd , & Taylor, 1984; Long & Adams, 200 I) . T he first research
question of this study simply asks " Where do ado lescents ' URICA sco res pl ace them
along the continuum of c hange, as proposed by Prochaska and DiClemente ( 1984)?" The
second research question is simi lar to, but builds on the first. The second research
question originally staled, "When grouped accord ing to their stage of therapy (beginning,
middle, or end), where do ado lescents perceive themse lves along the continuum of
change?" The wordin g o f thi s questi on was modifi ed based on the demographics of the
sampl e to more accurately ask the questi on intended to be asked. The second research
question now reads, ''When grouped acco rding to their length of time in treatment (Phase
I or Phase 2), where d o ado lescents' URICA scores place the m along the continuum o f
change?" Phase I included those who had been at the RTC less than fi ve months, while
Phase 2 included those adolescents who had been at the RTC lo nger than five months.
Adolescents a re often brought to thera py by outside sources due to DSM-IY -TR
diagnoses such as Conduct Disorder, Oppositional Defiant Disorder (Hanna & Hunt,
1999), and di sorders related to substance abu se (Greenstein, Franklin, & McGuffin,
I 999). These outside sources may include the law, teachers, or the parents of adolescents
who, they themselves, may be experiencing distress due to the adolescent's behavior
(Duhig & Phares, 2003 ).
Outside pressure to participate in therapy may make the issue of moti vation and
disso nance more pronounced (Phares & Danforth, 1994) . These o utside pressures are
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sources of what some co nsider external motivation and may increase a cli ent ' s readiness
to address the problem then, but only if intri nsic moti vati on is a lso present (Duhig &
Phares, 2003). As in the therapeutic process of treatment pl anning, consensus is often
assumed when there is external moti vation appli ed. Contrary to thi s assumption Adelman
et a l. (1984) found only 31 % of adolescents were motivationall y ready to begin
treatment, while 60% indicated strong interest in starting treatment. When a client is
court-ordered to attend therapy or brought in by hi s parents and it is said that he is
required to make specific changes, the changes are incorporated into some form of
treatment plan . It is often assumed that this expli cit treatment plan is the same agenda the
client has in mind, while the treatment plan may or may not be what the client is
motivationally ready to work on. It is interesting to note that Duhi g and Phares found that
adol escents from a clini cal sampl e wanted to chan ge internali zing behaviors more than
the ex ternali zing behaviors fo r which they were more o ft en re ferred to treatment.
When worki ng with ado lescents, it is j ust as important to avoid assuming that an
ado lescent client is unmoti vated, as it is to avo id the automati c assumption that she is
moti vated (Bowling, Kearney, Lumadue, & St. Germain, 2002). Adolescents are often
given a bad reputation, and it is assumed they are res istant to change and resistant to
accepting help (Hanna & Hunt, 1999). Rapp et al. (2003) found that motivation was not
significantly related to coercion or self-referral , and it is possible for clients who were
brought to therapy through extemal sources to also have hi gh level s of intrinsic
motivation. The findings of Rapp et al. and Bowling et a l. (2002) emphasized the
importance of assessing motivation rather than assuming the adolescent client 's
moti vati on. Their research also raised the question of how we ll clini cians judge the
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motivational level of their adolescent cli ents. In other words, what is the degree of
congruence between the perceptions of the therapist, as it relates to the motivational level
of the client wi th that perception of the client relative to their perceived state of
motivation for change? Focusing on thi s, the third quest ion of this study is, " Is there a
difference between the adolescent's motivation scores on the UR ICA, when compared
wi th that of his or her therapist moti vation score derived from the T-PCMI ?" In addition,
the fourth research question asks, " Is the congruence between the adolescent's and
therapist's motivation scores, as measured by the URICA and the T-PCM I, related to the
adolescent ' s reported progress in therapy?" and, " Is the congruence between the
adolescent 's and therapist ' s motivation scores, as measured by the URICA and the TPCMI , related to the therapist' s reported leve l of the adolescent ' s progress in therapy?"

The Role a./the Family in the Treatment of
an Adolescent in a Residemial Treatment Center
The family is the primary context in which an ado lescent has learned about
change. Research suggests that when therapy is done outside of the family , when the
adolescent returns to the family, that it is likely that the underlying rul es and meta-rules
of the family wi ll operate in such a manner so as to undue lasting therapeuti c progress
and restore the family to a level of hom eostasis (G uttman, 1991). The logic of this
statement is found in the basic concepts of systems theory wherein the adolescent is seen
as a subset of the overall system. Changes in one part of the system necessitate that the
overall system decide how to adapt to these changes (morphogenesis). This adaptive
process may be noted in accommodation or assimilative actions that allow for new rules
and/or meta rules .to accept the change and be integrated. On the other hand , the stability
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a nd te nacity o f the system may be such that it wi ll reject the change (morphostasis) and,
using o ld rules and meta-rules act to defeat the altered subsystem (G uttman).
Family therapy, and even specifical ly parents' participati on in thera py with the
ado lescent, has gained increasin g support in recent years (Nic ho ls & Schwartz, 2004 ).
Increased support fo r fa mily therapy has led to more frequent use o f family therapy as an
inte rvention (Dugih & Pha res, 2003). T he fo undation of famil y thera py is systems theory,
and hi ghli ghts the systems concept that changing the enti re famil y system changes the
lives of each famil y member. Fami ly therapy di ffers fro m other fo n ns of therapy in that
the therap ist is the source of new infonnation that is presented to the who le family system
who works together to change the ru les and meta rul es in order to fac ilitate change
(Guttman , 1991). In most other forms of therapy, an indi vidual presents to therapy and
makes cha nges, whi ch may or may not result in a cha nge in the larger system. For
exa mpl e, consider an oppos itio nal adolescen t who wo rks to gain autonomy through
sociall y accepta ble means such as earning more freedoms th rough a system devised in
treatment. If the famil y is not involved in this treatment, the ado lescent may attempt to
apply these methods at home, but find they do not result in more freedom so she will
return to the oppos itional behavior that d id allow her mo re freedom . However, if the
family is involved in treatment and begins impleme nting a similar method of earning
freedo m at home, the adol escent will find that her need for autonomy can be met without
oppositio nal behavior.
T he need for family invo lvement in treatment may be ampl ifi ed in the RTC
setting w here there is a g reater period of time between treatme nt and impl ementing the
changes at home. A RTC is an in-patient treatment approach that strives to make every
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aspect of dail y life a therapeuti c process. The client resides at the RTC, away from their
family. An adolescent cli ent in an outpatient sett ing may practice what was di scussed in
therapy during the week and then report the outcome to the therapist the foll owing week.
If it is not being accepted by the family system, the therapist may try so mething new. In
the RTC , a therapist may not know how the fam ily system will respond to the adolescent
client ' s change until the end oftherapy."Therefore, it is especially important that the
famil y system is involved throughout the treatme nt process to assure lasting chan ges
(Guttman, 1991 ).
As noted previously, w ith ado lescents, parents o ften present their chi ldren to
treatment , and are part of the cli en t system as well as major fi gures in the client' s fami ly
system. If therapists assume mo ti vation or a lack of moti vation at the onset of therapy,
might pa rents of ado lescents also have a perception of their ch ild 's read iness to change
that may or may not be congruent with the adolescent 's perception of his own readiness
to change? Phares and Danforth ( 1994) fo und that mo thers and teachers were more
motivated to change adolescents' problem behaviors than were the adolescents
themselves. Duhi g and Phares (2003) supported thi s findin g when they found fathers and
mothers were found to both have simil ar leve ls of di stress rega rding ado lescent' s
internali zing behaviors. In add ition to the findin g that one 's own distress is most
impo11ant to change, rather than the distress of ot hers, Duhig and Phares's study showed
a strong association between di stress and motivation to change behavior for, fathers,
mothers, and adolescents.
Duhi g and Phares (2003) also noted the importance of consi dering the
perceptions of both parents in that there may be differences between the two. Their
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research showed that mothers were bothered and therefore motivated to change, both
internalizi ng and externalizing behaviors, whi le fathe rs where on ly sufficiently moti vated
to change externali zing behaviors. Just as dissonance in the therapeutic relati onship leads
to frustration and decreased effectiveness, d iffe ren t perceptions of read iness to change on
the parent' s part will likely lead to similar results. The parent 's may begin implementing
new strategies at home and be frustrated when the ado lescent does not change her
behav ior accordingly. It appears just as important to know whether parents' perceptions
of their adolescent' s level of motivati on are in line with the adolescent' s self-perception
of their moti vational level and if thi s is related to therapeutic progress. The fifth research
question o f thi s study is designed to assess thi s and states, "Is there a difference between
the adolescent 's moti vation score, as meas ured by the URICA, when co mpared with that
of his or her parent motivation score derived from the P-PCMI ?" and the sixth questi on
states, (a) " Is the congruence between the adolescent ' s and parent's motivation scores, as
measured by the URI CA and P-PCM I, related to the adolescent 's reported progress in
therapy?" and, (b) " Is the congruence between the adolescent ' s and parent 's moti vati on
scores, as measured by the URICA and P-PCMI , related to the parent's reported leve l of
the adolescent' s progress in therapy?"

Summ ary of Literature

Several researchers, including Prochaska et al. (1992) and Hanna (2000), have
recognized moti vation as an important factor to co nsider when a client is approaching
change. Mi ller and Roll nick ( 199 1, 2002) have added that when a therapist fa il s to
consider the client's level of moti vation, therapy is much less effective due to a
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phenomenon they identifY as "dissonance." Butler and Bird (2000) have ident ified the
process that thi s lack of consideration leads to (struggle) as a systemic process that
frustrates both the client and therapi st, preventing effective movement toward the
treatment goals.
For ado lescents, famil y therapy is often a major component of their treatment, and a
necessary one for lasting change (Guttman, 1991). Because famil y therapy expands the
therapeutic system from the therapist and cli ent to the therapist, client, and their parent(s)
the impact of moti vation may become even more pronounced. Parents are oft en a source
of extrinsic motivation, which typicall y does not result in change, unless the adolescent
has within him/herself a sufficient level of intrinsic motivation that they are ready,
willing, and able to change. If the parent' s perceives the adolescent's motivation at a
different level than the adolescent client views hi s/her own levei of motivation, thi s mi ght
produce a leve l of di ssonance suffi cient to interfere with effective therapy.
Thi s study seeks to ex pl o re percepti ons of moti vatio n from three sou rces, namely (a)
where ado lescent clients perceive their own level of mo ti vation to be, (b) the level of
congruence between the adolescent client 's self re p011 and their therapi st's perception of
the ado lescent client's level of moti vation, and (c) whether parents, invo lved in family
therapy with their adolescent clients in a RTC, perceive their son or daughter' s level of
motivation to be at the same level their son or daughter perceives their own leve l of
motivation . In addition, the study seek to examine whether congruence between
perceptions are related to the ado lescent 's progress in therapy.
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Research Questions

I.

Where do ado lescents' URlCA scores place them along the cont inuum of change,

as proposed by DiC lemente and Prochaska ( 1984 )?
2.

When grouped according to their length of time in treatment (Phase I or Phase 2),

where do adolescents' URICA scores place them along the continuum of change?
3.

Is there a di ffere nce between the ado lescent's moti vation scores on the URI CA,

when compared with that of hi s or her therap ist moti vati on score deri ved from the TPCMI ?
4.

(a) Is the congruence between the ado lescent's and therapi st' s moti vation sco res,

as measured by the URI CA and the T-PCMI. re lated to the adol escent 's reported progress
in therapy?
(b) Is the co ngruence between the adolescent ' s and therapist' s moti vation scores,
as measured by the URJ CA and the T-PCMI , re lated to the therapist ' s reported level of
the adolescent 's progress in therapy?
5.

Is there a difference between the ado lescent 's moti vation score, as measured by

the URICA , when com pared with that of his or her parent motivation score deri ved fro m
the P-PCM I?
6.

(a) Is the congruence between the ado lescent's and parent's moti vation scores, as

measured by the URlCA and P-PCMI, related to the adolescent 's reported progress in
therapy?
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(b) Is the congruence between the adolescent 's and parent 's motivation scores, as
measured by the URI CA and P-PCM I, related to the parent's reported level of the
adolescent's progress in therapy?
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CHAPTER Ill
METHODS

Introduction

This study examined adolescent's level of motivation to change. It also examined
the congruence between adolescents' perception of their motivation to change with that
of the ir therapists and parents, and whether this congruence may be related to progress in
therapy. Ten adolescents residing in an RTC and participating in weekly family therapy,
their therapi st, and one of their parents completed a packet containing several
instruments. Adolescents completed a soc iodemographic instrument, the University of
Rhode Island Change Assessment (URICA), and a validity instrument composed of
defen siveness and social desirability scales derived from the Minnesota Multiphasic
Persona lity Inventory- A (MMPI-A ; adolescent version). Parents and therapi sts
completed a sociodemograph ic in strument, a revised vers ion of the Uni vers ity of Rhode
Island Change Assessment (URICA), and a va lidity instrument derived from the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality In ventory - 2 (MMPI-2; adult version). The data were
primarily analyzed using descriptive statistics and Mann- Whitney U Tests.

Procedures

Sample
A convenience sample of adolescents residing in a residential treatment center
(RTC), the adolescents' therapists, and the adolescents ' parents were invited to
participate in the study. Adolescents included in the stud y were from different
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geographical regions of the United States. Their ages ranged from 14 to 17, with a mean
age of 15.70 (SD = 1.06), and their grades in schoo l ranged from eight to 12. All of the
students described themselves as eit her Caucasian (n = 7) or marked the "other" category

(n = 3). In this sample an equal number of mal es (n ~ 5) and females (n = 5) were
represented .
In order to address each research question, it was necessary that the therapist of
the adolescent and the adol escent 's parent(s) be willing to participate. Thus, the sample
consisted of l 0 adolescents, 4 therapi sts, and l 0 parents. If one party chose not to
participate, the remaining parti es' data were excluded if their data no longer ass isted in
answering the research questions. Participants were excluded if: (a) a therapist was
unwi ll ing to participate, then the therapi st's adolescent cli ents and clients' parents were
excluded from the study, (b) an adolescent choose not to participate, the adolescent 's
therapist was still invo lved in the study on ly if the therapi st had other clients who were
participating in the stud y, and (c) an adolescent chose not to participate, the ado lescent
client's parent was excl uded.

Sample Seleclion
Invo/vemenl of/he agency adminislralion and lherapisls. Cooperation for
invo lvement of the ado lescents and therapists in thi s study was sought from
admini strators of the RTC . A presentation to the administrators provided an
understanding of the study and how the adolescents, therapi sts, and parents would be
involved. The presentation addressed: (a) how perceived moti vation towards change is a
critical factor in the therapeuti c process and overall outcome, (b) the critical nature of
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congruence of perceptions, {c) instruments that adolescents, therapists and parents would
complete that would allow for assessing for perceptions of moti vation to change, (d) role
of the agency and therapists in facilitatin g the study, and (e) how information gleaned
from the study would be brought back to the agency for their review.
After receiving approval for the stud y from the Utah State University Institutional
Review Board (USU IRB) and the RTC administrators, the researchers contacted
therapi sts at the RTC. A meeting was held in which the researchers (a) sought therapi sts'
participation and answered questions about the study, (b) discussed with therapists their
role in the study and how to protect the confidentiality of the participants, (c) provided
therapists with, and discussed, the Letter of Informed Consent for them to personall y
sign; (d) provided therapists with Letters of Informed Consent {parents) and Assent
(ado lescents), and di scussed with the therapi sts strategies to facilitate acquiring parental
consent and assent from the adolescents for participation, and protocol for fo llow-up if
necessary for those who did not immed iately respond , (e) encouraged therap ists to
acquire signed Letters of Inform ed Consent !rom the parents and Assent from the
adolescents, (I) provided therapi sts with the packet of instruments for the parents and
adolescents to complete, and (g) di scussed with the therapists the administration of the
instruments.

Therapist selection. All therapi sts currentl y involved at the RTC where the study
was conducted were invited to participate. Eight out of nine therapists consented to
participate in the study; however, the number of therapists actually involved in the study
was reduced to four after excluding those with no participating clients. All of the
participating therapists were Masters level therapists, with licensure either in social work
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(n = 2) or marriage and family therapy (n = 2). There were an equal number of males (n =
2) and females (n = 2). All therapi sts described themselves as Caucasian with ages
ranging between 31 and 40.

Adolescent selection. All adolescents residing in the RTC had the study explained
to them by the researcher and were invited to be involved. Adolescents were given a
Letter of Informed Assent to read along with as the researcher explained the study.
Adolescents then had the opportunity to ask questions, and sign the Letter of Infom1ed
Assent. Th irty-four students returned signed Letters of Informed Assent. The researchers
kept one copy of the Letters of Informed Assent and the adolescents kept one copy for
themselves. Parents of adolescents desiring to be involved in the study were sent a Letter
of Informed Consent. Only adolescents whose parents returned a signed Letter of
Info rmed Consent were included in the study. Th irteen parents returned signed Letters of
Informed Consent. Three adolescents dropped out of the study resulting in a final
ado lescent sam ple size o f ten (N = I 0) .

Parental selection. Parents of adolescents who desired to be invo lved in the study
were sent a Letter of Informed Consent by mai l along with an explanation of the study
from the researcher. They had an opportunity to ask questions and were invited to sign
and return the Letter of Informed Consent in the self-addressed stamped envelope
provided. Thirteen parents consented to participate in the research and allow their son or
daughter to participate. All of these participants returned completed research instruments;
however, three were excluded due to their son or daughter dropping out of the study (N =
I 0). Their ages ranged from 31 to 60 with the modal age category being 41 to 50. All of
the participating parents described themselves as Caucasian, nine were female and om;
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was male. All of the part icipating parents had completed some post-high schoo l
education, ranging from trade school to doctorate degree.

Adminisrrarion of Research lnsrrwnenrs
Research instruments were administered to therapi sts, ado lescents, and the
parent(s) of the adolescents. The follo wing describes how thi s ad ministration proceeded.

Adminisrrarion ofrhe research insrrumenrs ro rhe rherapists. Therapists recei ved a
Letter of Informed Consent from the researchers. After the therapist signed and retumed
the Letter of lnfom1ed Consent, the researchers prov ided them with a packet of fou r
research instruments. The therapi st completed two of the four instrumen ts one time for
him o r herse lf; whil e the second two instruments were compl eted in reference to each
adolescent client the th erap ist had participating in the study. The first two instruments
included the Therapi st Sociodemographi c Data Sheet (T-SDS ) and the Therapi st and
Parent Validity Scale (TP-VS). The T-SDS (see Appendix A) takes approx imatel y five
minutes to compl ete and the TP- VS (see Append ix B) takes I 0 minutes to comp lete. The
remaini ng two instruments, given for each ado lescent client, includ ed the Therapist's
Perception of the Client 's Motivati on Instrument (T-PCM I), and the therapist portion of
the Adolescent Sociodemographic Data Sheet (A -SDS). The T-PCM I (see Appendix C)
takes I 0 to 15 minutes to compl ete, and the therapist portion of the A-SDS takes fi ve
minutes or less. Therapi sts sent their comp leted instruments in a postage-paid envelope to
the researchers. Each instrument was indi vidually coded to match the therapist ' s
responses to those of their clients and clients' parents.
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Administration of the research instruments to the parents. Once the researchers

had received the Letter of Infom1ed Consent from a parent, the therapist mailed the
research packet to them. The packet consisted of three instruments, the Parental
Sociodemographic Data Sheet (P-SDS; see Appendix D), the Validity Scale (TP-VS; see
Appendix B), and the Parental Percepti on of the Client's Motivation Instrument (PPCMI; see Appendix E). The instruments could be completed in less than 45 minutes.
Therapists encouraged the parents to complete and submit the instruments to the
researchers within three working days. Each of the parents' instruments was indi viduall y
coded to match their responses to those of their adolescents, and no identifying
information was attached to the completed instruments. The return envelope was
addressed directly to the researchers.
Administration a./the research instruments to the adolescents Wh en the

researcher received both the Letter of In formed Consent from the parent and the signed
Letter of Informed Assent from the ado lesce nt, the therapist provided the ado lescents
wi th the research packet. The ado lescent packet consisted of a sociodemographic data
sheet (A-SDS; see Appendix F), the Adolescent Va lidity Scale (A-VS, see Appendi x G),
and the University of Rhode Island Change Assessment (URICA, see Appendix H).
These in struments could be completed in less than 45 minutes. A stamped and coded
envelope addressed to the researchers was provided to the youth. Adolescents were asked
to send their completed instruments directly to the researchers in order to assure
confidentiality. Each of the adolescents' instruments was individuall y coded to match the
ado lescent's responses to those of hi s or her therapist's and parent's, and no identi fy ing
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informati on was attached to the completed information. All completed instruments were
mai led directl y to the researchers for analysis.
The researchers commun icated with the therapi sts whi ch instruments had been
returned. Parents who had not returned the instruments within the given time frame were
firs t contacted by the therapi st through an email written by the researchers. If a response
to the email had not been received within 14 days, the therapi st then call ed the parent to
ascertain if he or she was still wi lli ng to participate and if so, when the instruments would
be returned.

!nstilutiona! Review Board
Thi s study was submitted to the Utah State Uni versity Institutional Rev iew Board
for approva l. Modifications suggested by the IRB were incorporated so that the standards
req uired fo r human subj ect research were met. The researchers of the study completed
IRB certifi cati on, that certificat ion expi res January of200 8.

Measures

Sociodemographic Instrument/or
Ado lescents, Parents and Therapists.
A sociodemographic instrument was designed for therapi sts, adolescents, and
parent(s) . The "Adolescent Sociodemographi c Sheet {A-SDS)" is an II item instrument
designed to collect data in three areas: personal characteristics (age, gender, grade in
school, and ethnicity), servi ce receipt (length of time at LRA, previous places and length
of treatment, and presenting problem), and diagnostic information [primary di agnosis ,
treatment foc us, Global Assessment of Functi QJli ng (GAF) score, and Global Assessment
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of Relational Functioning (GARF) score] . T he th ird area of the A-SDS , the diagnostic
information portion, was completed by the therapist. T he the rapi st's instrument is a nineitem instrument referred to as the " Therapist Sociodemographic Sheet (T-SDS)," and
co ll ected data in three areas, includ ing personal characteristics (gender, age, and
ethnicity), education (degree acqu ired), and professional experie nce (licensure, years
experience, model of therapy, time at LRA, and past experience). The parental instrument
was titled, " Parent Soc iodemographic Sheet (P-SDS)" a nd coll ected data in two areas,
includi ng personal characteristics (gender, age, ethnicity, marital status, a nd state of
residence) , and basic SES data (level of income, educational level, and occupation). The
P- SDS is an eight ite m instru me nt.

Validity Scale Instruments
Therapist and Parent Validity Scale. An in strument designed to assess va li dity,
composed of items compri sing the Li e (L, I 5 items) a nd Defensiveness (K, 30 items)
sca les fro m the Minnesota Mu lt iphasic In ventory- 2 (MMP I-2) was included in the
study. In the MMIPI-2, the L sca le is designed to detect individuals attempting to place
themselves in a favorable li ght. T he standardized mean score fo r males on the L sca le is
3.53 with a standard deviation of2.28 , and the standardi zed mean score for women is
3.56 w ith a standa rd deviation of 2.08 (Butcher, Dahl strom, Graham, Tell egen, &
Kaemmer, 1989). The K scale is a 30-item sca le designed to detect indi viduals who
respond defensivel y to questions. The mean score for the K scale is 15.30 for males and
15.03 for females with a standard deviation of 4.76 and 4 .58, respecti vely (Butcher eta!.).
One item from the K sca le was included in the L scale so the total num ber of items for
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this measure was 44. This instrument was named the Therapist and Parent Validity Scale
(TP-VS).
Therapists' and parents' L scale and K scale mean scores, wi th standard
deviations, are shown in Tab le I. Non-clinica l norms for males and femal es are included
(Butcher et a l. , 1989); 1 sco res were derived based on mean scores using the MMPI-2
manual and MMPI-2 scoring sheet and are also shown in Table 1 (Butcher et al.). The
clinica l "cutoff' score is that score that has a 1 score of 65 or greater.
One of the parents compl eted the TP-VS in reference to another person and was
therefore excluded from thi s anal ysis although included in the rest of the analysis, making
the number of parents for thi s measu re nine. Due to the small sample size and onl y
hav ing one male parent, it was not poss ibl e to ana lyze the scores by gender. The mean
score fo r therap ists on the L scale was 2.75 (SD
averages of3.53 (SD

=

2.28) and 3.56 (SD

=

=

.96). Thi s is lower than the nationa l

2.0 8) for ma les and females res pectively,

but is within one standard deviati on of the norm . Thi s lik ely indicates that the therapi sts
are not tryi ng to portray themselves in a more favora bl e light, but most likel y answered
the items honestly. The standard deviation is small , indi cat ing that although there is a
small number being described, their scores did not vary much around the mea n.
The therapists ' mean score on the K scale (M = 16.50, SD = 6.24) was close to the
national averages for mal es (M = 15.30, SD

= 4.76) and

female s (M

= 15. 03, SD = 4. 58).

Therapists scored hi gher than the national nonns, but again are within one standard
deviati on of the mean on the defensiveness sca le. Their 1 score of 52 indicates that they
did not like ly respond to the measure in a defensive manner and are their scores were
within the modal range (Butcher et al. , 1989) .
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Table I

Therapist and Parent Validity Scores

Variable
L scale t score

M
SD
K scale t score

M
SD

Therapi st

Parent

n =4
47.00
2.75
.96
52.00
16.50
6.24

n =9
62.00
6.33
2. 00
52.00
J 8.44
4.42

National Norms
Males
50.00
3.53
2.28
50.00
15 .30
4.76

Females
50. 00
3.56
2.08
50.00
15.03
4.58

The parent's mean score (M = 6.33, S D = 2.00) for the L scale was hi gher than the
national averages for males (M = 3.53, SD

= 2.28) and fema les (M = 3.56, SD = 2.08).

They are hi gher than the national norm s by more than one standard dev iation, ind icating
that the parents may be trying to portray themselves in a more favorab le li ght, eith er
consciously or unconsc io usly. Based on the parent's average I score of 62 , the MMPl-2
suggests that their answers are probably still valid, but they may be so mewhat defens ive.
Thi s t score may also suggest that these parents were overly conventi onal or conforming
(Butcher et al. , 1989).
T he parent 's scores on the K sca le (M = 18.44, SD = 4.42) were also above the
nati onal averages for both males (M = 15.30, SD

= 4.76) and

females (M

= 15.03 , SD =

4.58), although they are within one standard deviation of the mean. Thi s indicates a
possibility that the parents answered the items in a somewhat defensive manner, though
not likely signifi cantly more defensive than the national norm . Parents' average I score of
52 s uggested that these parents. we re within the modal range and have answered without
undue-defensiveness (Butcher et a l. , 1989).
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Adolescent Validity Scale. The instrument des igned to assess validity for. the
ado lescents in this study was comprised of items from the Lie (L, 14 items) and
Defensiveness (K , 30 items) scales taken fro m the Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory Ad olescent (MMPI-A) (Butcher, Graham, Willi ams, & Kaemmer, 1992). As in the
MMPI-2, the purpose of the L scale in the MMPI-A was to detect indi viduals attempting
to place themselves in a favorabl e li ght. Archer, White, and Orvin ( 1979) found that
elevated L scores were correlated wi th longer hospitali zations for adolescents. A
moderately e levated L score has been shown to indicate desirable responding or random
responding (Brophy, 2003). When determining national norms, the nati onal mean L score
for males was 2. 94 with a standard deviati on of2 .34, and the national mean L score for
females was 2.26 with a standard dev iation o f 1.92 (Butcher eta!. ).
The K sca le was designed to detect individuals who respond de fensively to
questions. The mean K score fo r males was 12.70 with a standard dev iati on of4 .73. The
mean L score for females was 11 .54 with a standard deviati on of 4.39 (Butcher et a!. ,
1992). Most of the items in thi s instrum ent were identical to the item s in the TP- VS;
however, on e item was dropped from the MMPI -2 Lie scale when the MMPI-A was
deve loped because it was inappropriate for thi s age group. In addition, the wording of
several questions was changed to make the instrument more age appropriate . As in the
TP- VS , one item was included in both scales, which resulted in 43 the total items for this
instrument 43. This instrument has been named the Adolescent Validity Scale (A-VS).
Table 2 below shows the t scores, mean score, and standard dev iation for the
adolescents in this study as well as the national norms (Butcher et a!. , 1992). The
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Table 2
Adolescent Validity Scores

L scale
1 score
M
SD
K scale
1 score
M
SD

Nati onal Norms

Total

Males

Females

N= 10

n =5

n=5

Males

Females

44.00
1.40
3.44

43.00
1.20
.84

44.00
1.60
1.52

50.00
2.94
2. 34

50.00
2.26
1.92

47.00
11.30
3.09

50.00
12.40
3.44

45.00
10.20
2.59

50.00
12.70
4.73

50.00
11 .54
4.39

ado lescent s as a group had a mean score of 1.40 (SD

=

3.44) on the L sca le. Thi s '.vas

lower than the nati onal norm s, indicating that the ado lescents were not likely attempt ing
to portray themselves in a more favo rabl e li ght. Adolescent mal es (M = 1.20, S D = .84)
scored lowe r than adolescent females (M = 1.60, S D = 1.52), however, bot h were wi thin
one standard deviation of their nati onal compari so ns. Based on the 1 score of 43 and 44,
for males and females respecti vel y. the MMPI-A manua l ind icated that both groups
mi ght have over-emphasized their pathology or possibl y even faked bad (Butcher et a!.,
1992)
Adolescents had a group mean score o f 11.30 (SD = 3.09) on the K scale, with a
1 score of 47. Adol escents males (M = 12.40, SD = 3.44) and femal es (M = 10.20, SD =

2.59) scored within the modal range for thi s instrument (Butcher et al. , 1992). Thi s I
score indicates that the adolescent sample appeared to respond to the A-VS openl y and in
a nondefensive manner.
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Perceplion of Change lnslrumenrs
Ado/escen/ perceplion of change readiness. The Uni versit y of RJ1ode Island
Change Assessment (URICA) is a 32-item self-administered questionnaire address in g
readiness to change (McConnaughy et al. , 1983). Greenstein et al. (1999) as well as
Dozois et al. (2004) provided psychometric properties scores on the instrument for
ado lescents. A coefficient alpha of. 79 for the total URICA was found by Dozois et al.
(2004) and Greenstien et al. reported Cronbach ' s alpha of. 77 for precontemplation, . 80
for contemplation, .84 for action, and .82 for maintenance. Predictive validity was
reported by Dozois et al. They found that those who scored in the action stage on the
URICA were more likely to complete cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) for anxiety
management than those in other stages using uni variate F-tests, F( l ,79) = 9.02 , p < 0.05.
The URICA pro vided an understanding of the adolescent's personal percepiion of their
level of change. Adolescents answered each item on the instrument (e.g. , " As far as I'm
concerned , I don't have any problem s that need changing'') by respo nding on a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from I = Strongl y o"i sagree to 5 = Strongly Agree.
The 32 items of the UR ICA were divided into four subscales, with eight questions
in each subscale. The scores for these eight items were totaled to give each subscale's
score . The subscale with the hi ghest score was associated with the participant's current
stage of change, except in the case of the preparation stage. When the participant's scores
on both the contemplation and action subscales were the highest of all four scores,
Prochaska et al. (1992) indicated that they were to be placed in the preparation stage.

Adolescenl perception ofprogress. Two additional items were added by the
researchers at the end of the URICA to help answer the fourth and sixth research
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questi ons. The first of these items stated, " I am making progress towa rd my treatment
goal s." And the second item stated, " I would recommend thi s program to a fri end my age
that was going through the same kind of problems as I am. " Both items were answered on
a 5-point Likert, rangin g from I to 5, where I meant " I strongly di sagree" and 5 mea nt " I
strongly agree." These final two items were examined separatel y where the first pro vided
a perception of progress in therapy, and the second assessed their perception of
sati sfacti on with therapy at the RTC. The seco nd question was determined to be
unhelpful in answeri ng any of the research questions and dropped from the analyses.

Therapist perception of the client 's readiness

10

change. Retaining the same 32

items in the URI CA, the researchers revised the URI CA so as to assess the therapi st's
percepti on of the cli ent 's readiness fo r change. It was the intent in the revi sio n to
maintain the same co ntent and questi ons with o nl y modest revi sion so that the questi on
renected the percepti o n o f the therapi st. Fo r ex ample the statement, " It mi ght be
worth whil e to work o n my probl em" was rev ised to read, " In my opini on, the client
perceives it might be wo rthwhil e to wo rk on hi s/her prob lem." When the revision was
completed, the instrument was renamed, the " Therapi sts Perceptio n of the C li ent 's
Moti vation Instrument" (T-PCMI). To assure that the content of each of the items had
been retained (i.e., face validity), the ori ginal URICA along with the T-PCMI was
provided to several professional s in the area o f education, therapy, and adolescence for
review. Based on their feedback, the items of the T-PC MI did retain the o ri ginal
meaning. The T-PCMI format provided an understanding of the therapist's percepti o n of
the c lient' s readiness fo r change. Therapists answered each item (e.g., " In my opinion,
the client does no t perceive him/herself as having any problems that need changing") by
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responding on a 5-point Likert scale rangin g from I = Strongly Di sagree to 5 = Strongly
Agree.
The 32 items of the T-PCMI were divided into four subscales for scoring, just like
the URICA, with eight questions in each subscale . The scores for these eight items were
totaled to get a subsca le score. The subscale with the hi ghest score was associated with
the therapist' s view of the client's current stage of change. If the precontemplation and
action subscale score were both the two highest score. the participant was considered to
be in the preparation stage (Prochaska et al. , 1992).

Therapist perception ofprogress. Similar to the adolescent in strument, an item
was added to assess the therapi sts' perceptions of progress in therapy. Thi s item that was
added to help answer the fourth and sixth research questions stated ; " In my opini on, thi s
client is making progress toward hi s/her trea tment goals" and was answered on a 5-point
Likert, ranging from I to 5, where I meant "J strongly di sagree" and 5 mea nt " I strongly
agree." This fin al item was examined separately.

Parenlal perceplion oflhe adolescent 's readiness 10 change. As wi th the TPCMI , the researchers revised the UR ICA so as to assess the parent 's perception of the
client' s readiness for change. It was the intent in the revi sion to maintain the same
content and questi ons with only modest revision .. For example, the statement, "It mi ght be
worthwhile to work on my probl em." was revised to read , "In my opinion, my
son/daughter perceives it might be worthwhil e to work on hi s/her problem. " Parents
answered each item (e.g. , " In my opin ion, my son/daughter does not perceive him/herse lf
as having any problems that need changing") by responding on a 5-point Likert scale
ranging from I = Strongly Di sagree to 5 = Strongly Agree.
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When the rev ision was completed, the instrument was renamed, the " Parental
Perception of the Cl ient's Motivation Instrument" (P-PCMI). To assure that the content
of each of the items had been retai ned (i.e., face vali dity), the original URI CA along with
the P-PCMI was provided to several profess ional s in the area of educati on, therapy, and
adolescence for review. Based on thei r feedback, the P-PCMI did retain the ori ginal
content.
The P- PCMJ fonnat provided the researchers with an understandin g of the
parent' s perception of their son/daughter's readiness for change. The 32 items of the PPCMJ were divided into fo ur subscales for scoring, again j ust like the URI CA , wi th eight
questions in each subscale. The scores for these eight items were totaled for a subscale's
score. The subsca le with the hi ghest score was determined to be the parent ' s view of the
client 's current stage of change . Ifth e precontemplati on and action subscal e score we re
both the two hi ghest score, the parti cipant was cons idered to be in the preparation stage
(Prochaska et al. , 1992).

Parent perception ofprogress. Two additional items were added by the
researchers at the end of the P-PCMI to help answer the fourth and sixth research
questions. T he first of these items stated , " In my opini on, my son/daughter is making
progress toward hi s/her treatment goa ls." And the second item stated, "1 wo uld
recommend thi s program to a fri end who had a son/daughter that was in the same
situation as my son/daughter. " Both items were answered on a 5-point Likert, ranging
from l to 5, where 1 meant " l strongly disagree" and 5 meant " l strongly agree." These
final two items were examined separately where the first provided a perception of
progress in therapy, and the second assessed their percepti on of satisfacti on with therapy
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at the RTC. The second question was determined to be unhelpful in answeri ng any of the
research question s and dropped from the analyses.

Analysis

Research Design
Descriptive analyses. In order to answer each research quest ion, the data collected
in thi s study were primaril y analyzed using descripti ve statistics. The first question of
interest was, "Where do adolescents' URICA scores place them along the continuum of
change, as proposed by Prochaska and DiClemente ( 1984)?" In exam ini ng this question,
the URICA was sco red as descri bed above, giving the researchers a clarification of the
level of motivation for each adolescen t. Once motivation scores were calcul ated
indi viduall y, mean sco res and standard deviations were ca lcul ated for eac h stage of eac h
URICA. The descripti ve stati sti cs were ca lcu lated, first for the group as a who le, and
seco ndly by gender.
The second research question of interest stated , "When grouped according to their
length of time in treatment (Phase I or Phase 2), where do adolescents' URICA scores
place them along the continuum of change?" Phase 1 included those who have been at the
RTC less than five month s, while Phase 2 inc luded those adolescents who have been at
the RTC longer than five months. The average stay at this RTC is I 0 months, so those
who have been there five months or less were likely in a transition phase where they were
assim ilating and accommodating to the RTC. On the other hand, those that have been at
the RTC longer than 5 months were further into their treatment and possib ly moving
toward fini shing treatment. The length of stay at the RTC for those in Phase I (n = 4,
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40%) ranged from 2 to 5 months (M ~ 3.75, SD

~

1. 5) while the length of stay for those

in Phase 2 (n = 6, 60%) ranges from 8 to 31 months (M ~ 15.00, SD

~

9. 76).

As with the first research question, mean scores and standard deviations were
calcu lated for each stage of therapy group as a whole and by gender. A Mann-Whitney U
Test was conducted to test for any statistically significant differences between the two
groups (Phase I and Phase 2) at each stage. This non-parametric test was chosen because
of its ability to compare small sample sizes such as those of this study (n

~

4 and n

~

6

for Phases I and 2, respectively).

Comparing of derived scores. The third and fifth research questions, " Is there a
difference between the ado lescent's moti vation scores on the URICA, when compared
with that of his or her therapist motivation score derived from the T-PCMI?" and " Is
there a difference between the adolescent 's moti va tion score, as measured by the UR ICA ,
when compared with that of hi s or her parent motivation score derived from the PPCMI ?" were answered using the scores calculated for the ado lescents' UR ICA,
therapists ' T-PCMI and parents' P-PCMI. The ado lescen ts' scores, which represented
their percei ved level of moti vat ion, were compared with those of their therapists for each
subscale of the URICA and T-PCMI. The adolescents' sco res were then compared with
those of their parents for each subscale of the URICA and P-PCMI. Mean scores and
standard deviations were examined for trends.

An examination fo r significant difference in scores. Considering the small "n", the
non-parametric Mann- Whitney U Test was the se lected statistical procedure for
compari ng adolescent 's URICA scores with those of their therapist and parent. The
purpose of the Mann-Whitney UTest was to compare two independent random samples.
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This study used a convenience sample, which is a limitation. Using any inferential
stati stics without random, independent sampling jeopardizes the reliability of the
findin gs; however, this test was selected, acknowledgin g the limitation of a co nvenience
sam ple. In contrast to parametric tests, non-parametric tests, such as the Mann-Whitney
UTes!, are designed to assess for differences between samples that do not have
homogenei ty (Howell , 2002). Homogeneity cannot be assumed in small sample sizes, so
using the Mann-Whitney U Test allows tests for clinical significance despite this
limitation.
Two Mann- Wh itney UTests were conducted with the independent vari ables
being therapists' or parents' percept ions of moti vation. Other factors , such as ado lescent
gender and phase of therapy, were not included in thi s analysis because they wo uld result
in such smail gro up sizes . Table 3 illustrates the comparisons used to answer rhe third and
fifth research questions.

Progress in therapy. Two of the research questions were developed to exam ine, in
a cursory manner, progress in therapy from the perceptions of the adolescents, therapists,
and parents. The desire was to examine if there mi ght be a relationship between progress
in therapy and co ngruence of perceptions of motivation to change.

Table 3

Perception of Level of Motivation for Change Comparisons
Therapists' Perception
Level of Motivation to Change
Adolescents ' Perception
Pr CAM
Note. " P", "C", "A", and "M" refer to the instrument subscales
contemplation, action and maintenance.

Parental Perception
Pr C A M

of precontempl ation,
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T he fourth research question.asked , (a) " Is the congruence between the ado lescent' s and
therapist' s moti vation scores, as measured by the URICA and the T-PCMI , related to the
ado lescent' s reported progress in therapy?" and, (b) " Is the congruence between the
adolescent' s and therapi st's moti vation scores, as meas ured by the URICA and the TPCMI , related to the therapist's reported level of the adolescent' s progress in therapy?"
The fin al research question asked, (a) " Is the congruence between the adolescent 's and
parent 's moti vation scores, as measured by the URI CA and P-PCMI , related to the
ado lescent' s reported progress in therapy?" and (b) " Is the congruence between the
adolescent 's and parent 's motivation scores, as measured by the URICA and P-PCMI ,
related to the parent's reported level of the adolescent' s progress in therapy?"
These questions were examined using a frequency table were each case was
exa mined to formulate a theo reti ca l connection between URICA, T-PCMI , and 1'-PCMI
subscale scores and Item 33. Item 33 was added onto the UR ICA , T-PCMI , and P-PCMI ,
and was a measure o f perception of progress in therapy that was answered on a 5-poi nt
Likert, ranging from I to 5, where I meant " I strongly disagree" and 5 meant " I strongly
agree." The frequency table was examined for trend s by lookin g at the scores of each
case.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of thi s chapter was to present the results of the study and discuss
their relevance to treatment of adolescents. Research question one and question two were
answered using descriptive statistics to determine how motivated adolescents perceive
themse lves to be. Two Mann- Whitney U Tests were used wi th adolescent gender and
phase of therapy as the independent variables to he lp answer these two research
questions. Descriptive and inferenti al statistics were used to answer research questions
three and five . A Matm-Whitney UTest was conducted for each of these research
questions which addressed the level of congruence between perceptions of moti vation
between adolescents and therapists, and adolescen ts and parents. Descriptive statisti cs
were used to answer research questions four and six. These two questions examined the
level of congruence between perceptions of moti vation as they relate to progress and
sati sfacti on in therapy.

Research Question One

Where do ado lescents' URICA scores place them along the continuum of change,
as proposed by Prochaska and DiClemente (1984)? Table 4 illustrates the adolescents'
mean scores on each subscale of the URICA along with standard deviations. Mean scores
based on gender are also shown.
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Table4

Adolescent URICA Scores

n

Ado lescent
Group
Males
Females

10

Precontem2lati on
M
SD
16.90
18.40
15.40

3.93
3.98
3.65

Continuum of Change
Co ntem2lati on
Action
M
SD
M
SD
29.60
26.60
32.60

5.30
5.94
2.30

29.20
25 .60
32.80

6.26
4.98
5.51

Maintenance
M
SD
24 .30
2 1.60
27.00

8.41
10.26
5.96

For the adolescent group as a whole, the contemplation stage (M = 29.6, SD =
5.30), closely fo llowed by the action stage (M = 29.2, SD = 6.25), had the hi ghest mean
scores. When scorin g the URl CA, an equal score between the contempl ation and action
stages places the test-taker in , what Prochaska et al. (1992) refer to as the preparati on
stage.
Adolescent males reported scores that placed them in the contemplation stage of
change (M

= 26.60, SD = 5.94) , though their mean score on the action subsca le (M =

25 .60, SD = 4.98) was very close to that of contemp lati on. Adolescent females, on the
other hand , scored sli ghtly hi gher on the acti on stage (M = 32.80, SD

= 5.51) than on the

contempl ation stage (M = 32.60, SD = 2.30). An examinati on of the means ill ustrate, that
it coul d be conc luded that the fema le adolescents are likely in the preparation stage of
change, while the mal e adolescents are likely in the contemp latio n stage of change. In
gene ral, however, in that group means were so closely related, it was conc luded that most
adolescents in the study perceived themselves to be in the preparation stage of change.
Interpretati vely, at this stage it is necessary for parents and therapi sts to encourage steps
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toward acti on, and recognize that the ado lescent cli ent may not be sufficientl y selfmotivated to actually engage in a change of action without their support.
A Mann Whitney U Test was conducted with adolescent gender as the
independent variable. Table 5 shows the results of this test. The Mann- Whitney U
showed no significant rank difference at any stage between males and fema les for
ado lescent moti vation, however, the rank diffe rence at the action stage was very close to
reaching stati stical significance (p = .056). Future research, using a larger, random
sample, should assess whether adolescent females may be more engaged in the action
stage of change than are ado lescent males.

Research Question Two

When grouped accord ing to their length of time in treatment (Phase I o r Phase 2),
where do ado lescents' UR ICA sco res place them alo ng the continuum of change? In
Table 6 the mean scores fo r ado lescents' perceived level of moti vation accord ing to their
phase of therapy is depicted.

Tabl e 5

Mann Wh itney Test for Difference ofMotivation by Adolescent Gender
Mann-Whitney
Precontemplation
Contemplation
Action
Maintenance
*p < .05.

n

u

z

10
10
10
10

6.50
5.00
3.00
8.00

- 1.257
-1.581
-1.984
-.943

.222
.151
.056
.310
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Table 6

Adolescent URICA Scores by Phase

n
Gro up
Phase I
Phase 2

10
4
6

Continuum of Change
Action
PrecontemEiation
Co ntemElation
SD
M
SD
M
SD
M
29.20
6.26
16.90
3.93
29.60
5.30
15.75
29.75
6.40
28.00
6.06
2.99
29.5 0
5.09
30.00
6.8 1
17.67
4.55

Maintenance
M
SD
24.30
8.41
7.07
2 1.00
26.50
9.09

Contemp lation (M = 29.75, SD = 3.40) was the highest subscale on average for
those ado lescents in Phase I, foll owed by ac tion (M = 28.00, SD = 6.06). T hese data
suggest that those in Phase I were likely in the contemplation stage of change, though
moving into the preparation and action stages. The standard deviati on for the
contemplation stage was lower than the other stages, indicating there was less variation
around the mean at thi s subscale, or in other words, there was less variation in this
samp le, one subject from the other. It is suggested fro m these findin gs that adolescents in
Phase I are likely in the contempl at ion stage of change.
For those in Phase 2, acti on was the hi ghest score (M = 30.00, SD = 6.8 1), clo se ly
followed by contemplation (M = 29. 50, SD = 5.09). These data suggest that ado lescents
in Phase 2 were in the preparation stage of change , in that their scores for action and
contemplation were only separated by .50. Adolescents in Phase I and Phase 2 appear to
differ the most at the maintenance stage with mean scores of2 1.00 (SD = 7.07) and 26.50
respectively (SD = 9.09) though whether thi s difference is clinically significant would
need to be studied further. These data reflect a modest trend when one examines the
movement from Phase I to Phase 2. The trend suggested is an increase in motivation for
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change with the correlated assum ption of greater respo nsibility for making change (selfefficacy) and , perhaps, that change being sufficientl y internali zed to be regarded as
second order change . In other words, adolescents who were at the RTC more than 5
months may have been moving furth er from contemplation toward s action, and may have
perceived themselves as taking mo re steps to ward maintenance than did those
adolescents who were at the RTC less than 5 months.
A Mann- Whitney U Test was conducted to look at differences between the gro ups
based on phase of therapy. Table 7 shows the results of thi s test.
When these data were examined in the context of the results presented in Table 6,
a suggestive trend was noted. It appears from the data that there was progress towards
increased moti vation and an assumpti on of responsibility. Whi le thi s trend may be
observed from the data, there was no statica ll y significant difference between the two
phases at any stage, as illustrated in Tabl e 7. Future research sho ul d stud y whether the
trends noted in these data do indeed ex ist in o ther clin ica l popul ati o ns. If, as found here,
there is no signifi cant di fference in adolescents' moti vation as they move from Phase l to
Phase 2, future research sho uld explore why adolescents are not less precontemplative
and more action oriented as they prepare to ex it treatment. One reason fo r the Jack of

Table 7

Mann Whitney Test f or Difference ofMotivarion by Phase a/Therapy
Mann- Whitney
Precontemplation
Contemplation
Action
Maintenance

n
10
10
10
10

u

z

9.50
10.50
10.00
7.00

.535
- .3 23
.426
- 1.069

.610
.762
.762
.352
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statistical difference between the adolescents in Phase I and those in Phase 2 in this
sample may be due to the dichotomous nature of the groups. There were a couple of
adolescents in Phase 2 who were at the RTC much longer than the average 10 months
stay. Unique cases such as these may need to be analyzed as a separate group . Because
there was no statistically significant difference shown between the adolescents in Phase I
and those in Phase 2 for this sample, further analyses did not included phase of therapy as
a variable.

Research Question Three

Is there a difference between the adolescent's moti vation scores on the URICA ,
when compared with that of his or her therapi st motivation score derived from the TPCMJ? Table 8 includes the mean scores for therapi sts and adolescents on the T-PCM I
and URICA at each stage and examined by ado lescent gender.
Therapists had a hi gher mean score for precontemplation (M = 24.30, SD = 4.99) and for
mainte nance (M = 26.60, SD

=

6. 78) than did adolescents whose mean scores for

precontemplation and maintenance were I 6.90 (SD

= 3.39) and 24.3 0 (SD = 8.4 I),

respectively. Adolescents scored them selves higher on the contemplation (M = 29.60, SD

= 5.30) and action stages (M = 29.20, SD = 6.26) than did their therapists (M = 26.40, SD
= 6.11 and M = 26. 70, SD = 4.83 respectively). Assuming therapist s have a better
awareness of the level of moti vation exhibited by the adolescents than they may have of
themselves, their data mi ght be interpreted to mean that the therapists saw two distinct
groups, those who were still in the precontemplation stage, wondering if they needed or
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Table 8

Comparison of Adolescent URICA and Therapist T-PCMI Scores

Adolescent
Group
Males
Females
Therapist
Group
Males
Females

Continuum of Change
Action
ContemElation
M
SD
M
SD

n

PrecontemEl ation
M
SD

10
5
5

16.90
18.40
15.40

3.93
3.98
3.65

29.60
26.60
32.60

5.30
5.94
2.30

29.20
25 .60
32.80

6.26
4.98
5.51

24.30
21.60
27.00

8.41
10.26
5.96

10
5
5

24.30
27.80
20.80

4.99
4.27
2.68

26.40
23.20
29.60

6.11
4.44
6.23

26.70
24.40
29.00

4.83
5.94
2.00

26.60
22.40
30.80

6.78
2.70
7.19

Maintenance
M
SD

wanted to change, and those in the maintenance stage, or those who were taki ng action to
maintain changes in attitude and behavior.
Mann-Whitney UTests were cond ucted to determine if there was a significant
difference between ranks for the ado lescent 's perception of motivation and their
therapist' s perception of motivation . Table 9 shows these results.
At the precontemplation stage a significant difference was found between
adolescents as a group (Mean rank = 6.50) and therapists (Mean rank = 14.50) with

Tab le 9

Mann Whitney Test for Difference of Motivation Between Adolescent and Therapist

Precontemplation
Contemplation
Action
Maintenance
**p < .01.

n
20
20
20
20

Mann-Whitney U
10.00
38.00
36.00
41.50

z
-3.03
- .9 1
-1.06
- .64

p
.002**
.363
.289
.520
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adolescents perceiving themselves lower at th is stage than therapists did , (Z = -3.032, p

=

0.002) . There were no significant differences between adolescents' and therapi sts'
perceptions found at any other stages.
Therapists may have rated adolescents significantly higher on the
precontemplation subsca le than the adolescents did for a couple of reaso ns. One
possibility may be that therapists may have thought that the adolescents had not acquired
adequate therapeutic insight into the problem(s) they brought with them to the RTC. This
lack of psycho logicalmindedness could interfere with their ability to recognize that they
had a problem and thus, making the decision to do something different more difficult. If
thi s were the case, and the adolescent did not feel it necessary to work on their attitude,
emoti on or behavior, manifest in the " problem" as perceived by the therapist, it wo uld
seem logica l that the scores would be different. In this situation, it would seem
appropriate for therapists to organize interventi o ns in such a way that ado lescents cou ld
recogni ze not onl y the problem(s) they faced, but al so to enhance their moti vatio n for
change.
Another possibility might be that the adolescent was focused on a problem that
they felt was s ignificant, and of therapeuti c importance, but not on that which the
therapi st viewed as a primary problem. In thi s case, the adolescents might not have rated
themselves as hi gh on the precontemplation subscale as their therapi sts would have. In
thi s s ituation, a focused congruence on the problem woul d seem appropriate. To increase
congruence, it would be important for therapi sts to either adjust their perce ption , focu sing
on that which the adolescent felt as critical to change, or work co llaboratively with the
adolescent to come to an agreement as to what was the therapeutic issue of relevance.
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A third possible explanation for thera pi sts scoring adolescents higher on the
precontemplation subscale mi ght be that the therapists did not recognize the adolescents'
acknowledgement of the problem, but did note that they were ineffectivel y progressing in
therapy. If this were the situation, it is possible that the therapist may come to the
conclusion that the adolescent did not recognize the problem or, even if he or she did, the
adolescent was not adequately motivated to do anything about it.

Resea rch Question Four

Research Question Four Part A
The fourth research question included two parts. The first part of question four
stated, " Is the congruence between the adolescent 's and therapist's motivation scores, as
measured by the URICA and the T-PCM I, related to the adolescent's reported progress in
therapy?" Table I 0 shows the adolescents ' and their therapists' scores for each subsca le
on the UR ICA , and T-PCM I alon g with their reported perceptions of progress in therapy.
Each subsca le score of the URI CA and T-PCMI was the sum of eight items, each
measured on a Likert sca le with a poss ible range of I through 5. This made the possible
range on each subscale a score from 8 through 40. The adolescents' and therapi sts'
perceptions of progress in therapy were based on a Likert scale with a poss ible range of I
through 5.
The adolescents' perception of progress in therapy scores ranged from 2 through
5, with a 5 indicating greater progress in therapy. The modal rating of progress in therapy
from the adolescents' perspective was "4" (n = 4, 40%). The URICA and T-PCMI scores
differed the most at the precontemp lati on stage, but there does not appear to be a trend
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Table 10

Comparison of Adolescents ' and Therapists ' Perceptions of Adolescent Motivation

Case
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

p

c

19
17
16
17
13
25b
21
15
14
12'

21'
2923
23
33
32
32
34
34
35 b

Adolescent
A
M.

22
24
19
27
32
29
34
31
39b
35

16
21
12 a
27
26
37b
22
16
35
31

pp

p

c

T hera12ist
A

M

pp

2
3
3
4
4
4

27

23
36b
24
16'
36 b
28
26
25
22
28

21
30
31 b
16'
31 b
26
30
28
26
28

23
33
18 '
22
40 b
24
34
25
24
23

4
5
4
2
5
3
3
4
4
4

4

5

18 "
28
34 b
22
28
22
22
24
18 '

Note. P, C, A, and M represent the four subscales or the URICA , and T-PCM I, namely
precontemplation, contemplation, action, and maintenance. PP represents the perception
of progress in therapy as measured by item 33 on the URICA and T-PCMI.
b Highest S ubsca le Score
"Lowest Subsca le Score

indicating that adolescents w ith a greater d ifference between UR!CA and T-PCMI scores
report the mselves as progressing more or less in therapy than adolescents with a lesser
diffe rence . The ado lescent in case I rated hi s or her progress as a " 2," and had a lesser
difference between hi s or her pe rcept ion of motivation and the perception of hi s or her
parent. However, the adolescent in case 9 had relatively large diffe rences between hi s or
her perception of motivation scores and that of hi s or her parent, yet rated hi s or her
progress in as a "5 ."
There do not appear to be any not iceable trends in the scores that would indicate
that a relationship existed between the congruence of perception on any of the subscales
and the adolescents' perception of progress in therapy. The small sampl e size of thi s
study made usi ng any inferential statistics to answer this question unsound with groups so
small , including one group where n = I. Future research is needed to determine whethe r
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or not a relatio nship wo uld be found using a larger sample. Exploring the impact of
congruence of perceptions of motivation on the progress of therapy is an area that needs
further research. In order to do this, it would be important for future research to devi se a
more effective way of testing for progress in therapy, than the one used here, in additi on
to increasing the sample size. Perceptions of both the therapist and client should be
considered, and perhaps some objective measure of progress could be included.

Research Question Four Part B
The second part of this research question states, " Is the congruence between the
adolescent 's and therapi st's moti vati on scores, as measured by the URICA and the TPCM I, related to the therapi st's reported level of the adolescent's progress in therapy?"
The therapi sts' perception s of progress in therapy had an obtained range of2 through 5,
with a 5 indicating they perceived their adolescent cli ent as having greater progress in
therapy. The modal ratin g of progress in therapy from the therapi sts' perspect ive was '·4·'

(11

~

5, 50%).
The therapi st in case 4 rated hi s or cl iel)ts ' prRgress as a "2" and also scored the

highest for the precontempl ati on subsca le lead ing to th e greatest about of difference
between ado lescent and therapi st precontemplation subscale scores. In other words, the
therapi st that perceived their client as making the least amount of progress in therapy also
has the highest level of di screpancy bet ween perceptions of motivation for the
preconternplation subsca le. The therapist in case 2 rated his or her client 's progress as a
" 5" and their scores onl y differed by one poi nt on the precontemplation subsca le. Thi s
appears to tentatively support the existence of a relationship between congruence
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between adolescent ' s and therapist' s motivation scores and progress in therapy, howe ver,
not all of the cases follow thi s trend. For example, the therapi st in case 5 al so rated hi s or
her client's progress as a "5," but did not appear to have a high level of congruence
between perceptions of motivation, and even had the greatest difference at the
maintenance subscale.
Overall, there were no significant, statistical or clinical trends in the data that
wou ld lead to a conclusion about whether a relationship existed between the congruence
of the adolescents' and therapi sts' perceptions of the adolescent 's moti vation to change
and the therapist ' s perception of the adolescent's progress in therapy. Further research is
needed to determine this.

Research Question Five

Is there a difference between the adolescent ' s motivation sco re, as measured by
the UR ICA , when compared with that of hi s o r her parent motivation score derived from
the P-PCMI ? The parent' s descripti ve stati sti cs for the P-PCMI are shown in Table II
along with the adolescent ' s descriptive stati stics as a group and by gender.
Parents' mean P-PCMI subscale scores were lower than adolescents ' mean
URJCA subscale scores for every stage except precontemplation, in which parents' scores

(M = 25.10, SD = 7.81) were hi gher than ado lescents' (M= 16.90, SD = 3.39). This may
indicate that, overall , adolescents appeared to perceive themselves as more motivated
than parents perceived them.
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Table II
Comparison ofAdolescent URICA and Parent P-PCMI scores

Adolescent
Group
Males
Females
Parent
Group
Males
Females

Co ntinuum of Change
ContemEiation
Action
M
SD
M
SD

Maintenance
SD
M

n

PrecontemEiation
SD
M

10
5
5

16.90
18.40
15.40

3.93
3.98
3.65

29.60
26.60
32.60

5.30
5.94
2.3 0

29.20
25.60
32.80

6.26
4.98
5.51

24.30
2 1.60
27.00

8.41
10.26
5.96

25. 10
27.60
22.60

7.8 1
7.30
8.26

26.20
22.20
30.20

6.20
6.34
2.49

28.70
25.00
32.40

5.54
5.34
2.5 1

22.70
20.00
25 .40

3.40
2.55
1.14

10
5

The hi ghest subscale score for parents was action (M= 28.70, SD = 5.54)
suggesting that overall, parents co nsidered their adolescents to be in the action stage of
change. Thi s finding suggests that parents perceived ado lesce nts to be in a hi gher
motivational stage than adolescent s perceived themse lves. This may indicate that parents
fel t adolescents were actively making more changes than the ado lescents felt they were
making or ex pect that they should be making changes since they are invo lved in such
extensive treatment.
A Mann-Whitney U Test was cond ucted to compare ado lescent scores and parent
scores over adolescent motivation. Table 12 shows that a Mann- Whitney U Test resulted
in a significant difference between adolescents as a group (Mean rank = 6. 95) and
parents (Mean rank = 14.05) at the precontempl ation stage, with adolescents perceiving
themselves lower at this stage than parents did, (Z = -2.690, p = .005). There were no
significant differences between adolescents' and therapi sts' perceptions found at any
other stages.
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Tab le 12

Mann Whitney Test for Difference of Motivation between Adolescent and Parent

Precontemplation
Contemplati on
Action
Maintenance
**p < .0 1.

n
20
20
20
20

Mann- Whi tney U
14.50
31.00
47.50
43.50

z
-2.69
-1.45
.19
- .49

p
.005**
.1 65
.853
.63 1

These findings indicate that parents of adolescents in this sampl e perceived their
adolescents as more precontemplati ve than the ado lescents perceive themselves to be.
Similar to the reasons why therapists might make the same conclusion, parents may feel
their adolescents are not gaining adequate insight into all of their treatment issues, whil e
acti ve ly addressing others. Another reason fo r thi s findin g may be that parents do not
recognize the adolescents' insight and are not adeq uately assessing their so n or
daughters' motivation to change.

Research Q uestio n Six

Research Question Six Part A
Is the congruence between the adolescent 's and parent's moti vation scores, as
measured by the URICA and P- PCM I, related to the adolescent 's reported progress in
therapy? Tabl e 13 represents the ado lescents' and thei r parents' scores for each subscale
on the URICA, and P-PCMI along with their reported perceptions of progress in therapy.
Each subscale score of the URICA and P-PCM I was the sum of eight items, each
meas ured on a Li kert scale with a possible range of I through 5. Thi s made the
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Tab le 13

Comparison of Adolescenrs ' and Pw·enrs' Perceplions of Adolescenl Molivarion

Case
I

2
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

p
19
17
16
17
I3
25b
21
15
14
12 a

c
21"
29
23
23
33
32
32
34
34
35 b

Adolescent
A
M

22
24
19
27
32
29
34
31
39b
35

16
21
12 a
27
26
37 b
22
16
35
31

pp
2
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5

p
23
19
36
33
22
28
I8
18
37b
17 a

c

Parent
A

M

23
36b
24
16"
36b
28
26
25
22
28

21
30
31 b
16 "
31 b
26
30
28
26
28

23
33
I 8a
22
40 b
24
34
25
24
23

pp
4
5

4
2
5

3
4
4
4

Nore. P, C, A, and M represent the four subscales or the UR!CA, and P-PCM I, namely,
precontemplation, contemp lation, acti on, and maintenance. PP represents the perception
of progress in therapy as measured by item 33 on the URICA, and P-PCMJ.
"Lowest Subscale Score
b Hi ghest Subscale Score

poss ible range on each subsca le a score from 8 through 40. The ado lescents' and parents'
perceptions of progress in therapy were based on a Likert scale with a poss ible range of I
through 5.
The ado lescents ' perception of progress in therapy scores ranged from 2 through
5, wi th a 5 indicating greater progress in therapy. The modal ratin g of progress in therapy
from the ado lescents' perspective was "4" (n ~ 4, 40o/o).
These adolescents' and parents' scores did not appear to differ more or less as a
rel ati on of the adolescents ' progress in therapy rating. For example, perceptions of
moti vation between adolescents and parents appeared to differ as much for adolescents
who rated thei r progress a "5" as for those who rated their progress a "2. The ado lescent
in case I rated hi s or her progress as a "2" yet appeared to close to the least amount of
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discrepancy between hi s or her percept ion of motivation and the percepti on of his or her
pare nt. Future research is needed to determine whether or not adolescents' perceptions o f
progress in therapy, or adolescents' progress in therapy as measured obj ecti vely, is
related to congruence of perceptions of moti vati on between parents and adolescents.

Research Question Six Part B
Is the congruence between the ado lescent 's and parent 's moti vati on scores, as
measured by the URICA and P-PCM I, related to the parent 's reported level of the
ado lescent's progress in therapy? The parents' percepti on of their adolescents' progress
in therapy ranged from I through 5, with a 5 indi cating greater progress in therapy. The
modal rat ing of progress in therapy from the parents' perspecti ve was "'3" (n = 4, 40%).
The parent in case 2 rated hi s or her adolescent' s progress in therapy as a "5" and
had the least amount of difference be tween percepti ons of moti vati on for the
preco ntemplat ion subsca le. However, the difference between perceptions of mot ivation
on the other subsca les does not appear to be related to the perception of progress in
therapy rating. The parent in case 5, who also rated hi s or her ado lescent 's progress as a
"5", actuall y had the highest amoun t of discrepancy on the maintenance subscale. These
findings did not appear to overtly support the ex istence of a relationship between the
congruence of the adolescent and parent perceptions o f adolesce nts' moti vati on to change
and the parents' perceived progress in therapy, though no strong conclusions can be
drawn due to the descripti ve nature of the stati sti cal procedures used.
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CHAPTE R V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUS ION

This research represents a pre liminary investigation of the co ngruence between
ado lescents' percepti ons of their moti vation and that of their therapists and parents.
Motivation has been to uted as a one of the founda tional req uirements of change. While
most research addressing motivati on has examined it sole ly from the perspective of the
client, the unique nature of this research does so by look ing at congruence between the
adolescent's perception and that of hi s or her therapist and parent. The assumption upon
which this research is grounded is, if there is a lack of congruence between the
adolescent 's reported level of motivat ion and that of the clinici an, ihere wil l most like ly
be incongruence between what is therapeuti ca ll y needed and strategies of the therapi st.
This incongruence may not onl y hinder therapeutic progress, it may interfere with the
therapeutic alli ance, anothe r critica l dimension of change. In regards to parents, because
they become a key factor in fami ly therapy, and when the ado lescent returns home, it is
assumed that incongruence in percepti ons of motivation may interfere with parents '
expectations of progress in therapy and maintenance of therapeutic change during home
visit s and after the adolescents leave the residenti al center. Blame for a lack of
maintenance is not placed on either the parent or ado lescent. It is simpl y that if there is
not a congruence of perception, and the whole system is not worki ng to incorporate the
same changes, then they are not likely to be maintained.
While these assumptions underlie the study, the overal l purpose of the study was
to exami ne the relative level of congruence of perceptions. Other purposes of the study
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inc luded making recommendatio ns for future research as well as discussing the fi ndings
as t hey relate to the practi ce of marriage and family therapy, as it pertains to the treatment
of a dolescents residing in res idential faci lities and participating in famil y therapy.

Summary of Findings

The results of this study showed that, overa ll , adolescents cons idered themse lves
to be in the preparation stage of change. A Mann- Whitney U Test suggested no
stati stically significant gender differences on any o f the subscales of the URI CA. Modest
trend s were observed between adolescents in Phase I and those in Phase 2 of therapy,
however, no stati sticall y signifi cant di ffe rences were found between adolescents in Phase
I and Phase 2 using a Mann- Whitney U Test. Different from how the ado lescents
perceived themselves, parents and therapists perceived adol escents to be significantl y
hi gher on precontemplation . In other words, parents and clinicians both perceived
adolescents as less moti vated to work on aspects o f the ir therapeutic prob lem than di d
adolescents. There were no signi fica nt diffe rences fo und between ado lescents'
percepti ons of moti vation and therapists' or parents' percepti ons of the adolescents'
moti vation on any other subsca les.
No conclusive evidence was found to support the theoretical assumption that
congruence between perceptions of motivation between adolescents and therapi sts, or
ado lescents and parents, was related to progress in therapy from the adolescents'
perspective . Due to sample size a stati sti cal relationship between progress in therapy
from the adolescents' , therapists', or parents' perspecti ve, and congruence in percepti ons
of mot ivation, could not be tested for.
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Recommendations and Implications

Research Recommendations and Implications
Sampling. This area of research , congruence between percepti ons, does appear to
have theoretical rel evance and as such, suggesti ons are prov ided to enhance the
likelihood of examining the research questions posed in this study. The suggestions for
future research, based on the experi ence acquired through this stud y are associated with
the research design, and specifically sampling .
The most obvious recommendation has to do with increasing the reli abi lity of the
findings by increasing sample size and using a randomi zed sampling procedure. The
implicati on of implementing this suggesti on is that there would be a suffici ent number of
participants to better examine for stati stica l significance. Further, if the sampl e were to
be random ized, the generali zabilit y of the findings to other RTC populations of a simi lar
nature wou ld be increased.
Next, research needs to ex tend to a variety of agencies where adolescents are in
treatment. First attention would focus on residential treatment centers with homogenous
populations (e.g. , conduct disordered and oppositi onal ly defiant youth , or eating
disordered yo uth). To further enhance the credibi lity of the findin gs, it is recommended
data be collected from residential treatment centers in various parts of the nation so that
regional representation cou ld be acquired . If the findings demonstrated clinical releva nce
in various settings, then this may form a basis for establi shing a best practice resolution .
Finally, adding diversity into the equation would be a significant step in
understanding the nature of moti vation and the relevance of perception based on such
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factors as gender, ethnicity and race, SES, sexual orientation, reli giosity, etc. Thus, it is
recommended that future research seek to obtain samples that are at least representat ive
of the nat ional population

Therapists ' participation. While the above suggesti ons are important to the
research method , the following are criti ca l underlying antecedents of acco mpli shing the
above. In order to acq uire an adequate sample it is imperative that the RTC, and most
specifically, the therapi sts be activel y involved in data collection. While there may be a
variety of reasons for why the clinicians were reluctant to be actively invo lved , such as
busy work schedules, it is possible that clinicians perceived themselves as being
confident in their ability to assess motivation, and therefore felt this line of research did
not appl y to them. Regardless of the rati onale for modest participation, it is essenti al that
researchers use a variety of methods to encourage participation. O ne suggested method
would be to help clini cians understand how their invo lvement helps not on ly the
profess ion but also themse lves in provid ing more effecti ve, and ev idence based
treatment. A second approach may be to appeal to the cl in icians ' sense of ethics. While
the AAMFT Code of Ethics does not make non-participati on an "ethical violation," it
does recommend that clinicians be actively involved in facilitating knowl edge in the
fi eld. Thi s recommendation is also noted in the NAS\V and APA Code of Ethi cs. Overall,
helping clini cians see the need to continue improving their therapeuti c skill s and learn ing
what wi ll help them improve may encourage more active participation.

Adolescent and parent participation. T he adolescent and hi s or her family system
was the focus of the research in this study. In order to accomp li sh the goa l of an adequate
sample size, it is imperati ve to increase the participation of both ado lescents and their
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parents. While increas ing the therapi sts' participati on may be help ful in increasing the
involvement o f adolescents and their parents, the foll owing are some recommendations
future research might use to increase parti cipation on the part of both adolescents and
parents. In this research, personal contact between the researchers, and the parents and
adolescents, was avoided as much as poss ibl e in order to preserve confidentiality. ]f a ll
other reasonabl e precautions were taken to preserve confidentiality, the ri sks of
increasing personal contact between the resea rchers and participants may likely be
minimal in compari son to the benefi ts of increasing the sample size . It is recommended
that the future researchers supervise the overall process from initial contact through data
collection. If the researchers were to be more in vo lved, it is suggested that greater and
more focu sed energy is likely to be ex pended in recruiting and data coll ection. It is
suggested that thi s level of invol vement by the researchers may reduce the liability
created when o rgani zati ons, though interested, may not be as committed to the research
proj ect.
Because the sample we were studyi ng included adolescents, it was necessa ry for
their parents to sign letters of informed consent in order for the adol escent to participate .
To increase adolescent participati on, it is imperati ve that parental participation be
increased. For most RTCs, parents live in another state, and sometimes even another
country, which makes contact between the parents and researchers difficult, but not
impossible. Contacting parents of adolescents invol ves sensitivity to confidentiality. An
RTC cannot simpl y give researchers phone or address lists, which necess itates
considerable cooperation from the therap ists and RTC administrators if an adequate
sampl e is to be acquired. In that many RTCs host a parents ' day on the campus,
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organi zing a parent day at the RTC where a short presentation by the researchers on the
subj ect under investigation was given may be one way to increase personal contact and
participation. Those in attendance would have an opportunity to di scuss the study with
the research ers, and those desirin g to be involved could read and sign a letter of informed
con sent. Further it would be poss ible to adm in ister and co llect the instruments in a single
day or weekend . The implications of increasing personal contact may help the
parti cipants fee l greater ownershi p in the research and increase convenience of co ll ecting
data .

Parents' motivation. While thi s research has increased our understanding of the
therapy process with adolescents and their fam il ies, the importance of having a congruent
perception of motivati on is likely important to the entire therapeuti c system. It is
reco mmended that future resea rch assess the moti vati o n of parents invol ved in t>m1i ly
therapy to change their own behav iors, as well as, the congruence between percept ions of
motivati on between parents and their fami ly therap ists, and parents and their ado lescent.
Studying perceptions of parents' mot ivation to change may result in greater
understanding of the therapeutic system, at least the rul es assoc iated w ith the system. It is
suggested that if parents expect their adolescent son or daughter to change, but are
unwilling to chan ge any behaviors themselves, then system ' s theory suggests that when
the son or daughter's returns to the famil y system, the changes these adolescents made in
whil e at the RTC may not be maintained .

Length of time in treatment. Although modest differences in URICA mean scores
were found between adol escents in Phase I compared to Phase 2 of therapy, they were
not stat istica ll y significant. Future research is needed to determine whether moti vation to
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change is different for those in early stages of therapy, compared to those in later stages
of therapy. It is li kely that those in later stages of therapy would have lower levels of
precontemplati on and hi gher levels of action and maintenance. Thi s remains a
hypothes is for future research to assess. Understanding motivati ~n at various stages
would definitel y help clinicians devise and select appropriate, thus increasing adolescent
participati on in therapy and desire to change.
While investigating ado lescent change, according to phase of therapy, congruence
of perception of change between therapist and adolescent needs further consideration.
Although the findin gs of thi s study did not demonstrate significance between level of
moti vation and progress in therapy, thi s question remains relevant. It is suggested th at
the limitations of the study may have interfered with the findings.
Further, it is

r~co mm e nd ed

that research question whether therapi sts

b as~

their

perception on the length of time an adolescent client is in treatment or on an obj ecti ve
view of the ado lescent 's actua l level of moti vation. T he impli cati on of th is particul ar
focus of study would be to determine the level of objectivity cli nicians' use when
detem1ining motivation to change and selection of interventions. It is suggested that a
more obj ective perspective of their client is more benefi cial and is more likely to drive
evidence-based treatment. Thi s seems logica l when one considers that time may interfere
with judgment of motivation as the clinician becomes fatigued with the client, or they
"strike up" a friendship .

Impact of congruence ofperceptions on treatment. in thi s study, we began to
explore the relationship between congruence of perceptions and progress of adolescents
involved in fam il y therapy. The results did not support prior findings that suggest low
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congruence would lead to decreased effectiveness in therapy (Butler & Bird , 2000; van
Bil sen, 1995 ; Wagner & McMahon, 2004). It is likely that sample size may have bee n
related to the lack of findin gs, as well as the measures used. The re did, however, appear
to be some supportive evidence that therapists' and parents' perceptions of progress in
therapy increases in relation to congruence of perception of motivation, but not enough to
draw any strong conclusions.
Future research into the relationship between congruence of perceptions and
effecti veness of family therapy is needed using a cri tical sample size and a more refined
measure of effecti veness or progress in thera py . T hi s wo uld allow for clinical and
stati stical significance to be established and would clarify the reliability of previous
findings. The implications of such a study would be greater knowledge pertaining to the
ro le o f moti va tion , especially congruence o f pe rceptions about motivations, and
thera peuti c progress. Greater understanding of how therapists, parents, and ado lescents
each perceive motivation and in turn affect of the therapeutic outcome would e ncourage
greater focus in the development of effecti ve and efficient interventions.

Recommendalions and Implications
for Marriage and Family Therapy
While on the surface one may wonder, " How can findings relating to perceptions
of an adolescent's moti vation , and congruence between their perception and that o f their
therapist and parents be useful to marriage and family therapy, especially if the
adolescent is being treated in a residential treatment center away from thei r famil y?" The
credibility of such research, as it pertains to marriage and fami ly therapy will be
discussed.
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Role of the family therapist. Fami ly therapi sts have been shown to be especiall y
effective in wo rking w ith adolescents (Carver, 200 5). In additi on, a num ber of fa mil y
therapi sts are currentl y working primaril y w ith adolescents and their families, especiall y
in residential treatment settings. Famil y therapy research cannot overlook the importance
of better understandin g the dynamics of therapy with adolescents and their parents.
A ltho ugh residential treatment centers introduce dynamics that initiall y may appear as
barriers to famil y therapy, primarily the o ut-of-home placement of the ado lescent,
systems theory and the basic tenets of fami ly therapy are still very much applicable and
effecti ve in thi s set1ing as shown by Carver. Jt is proposed that one carmot prov ide
therapy to an adolescent outside of a systems contex t, even if the adolescent is removed
from the famil y. It is suggested that the residential treatm ent center become an ex tension
of the fa mil y system during the durati on of the treatment in the fo rm o f what
Bronfenbrenner ( 1989) refers to as the "macro-system ." If RTC's were to adopt a
systems phil osophy there would be a theo retica l and cl in ica l shift that mi ght encourage
systemic analys is and in tervention.
The therapist is invo lved for a short period with adolescents; however, they may
be considered the most critical person in the m acro-system relati ve to change. It is
suggested that therapists need to understand a nd appl y systems co ncepts if they are going
to understand their pos itio n in the macro-system and effectively interact with parents
(also part o f the macro-system) to effect chan ge in the adolescent while in the residential
treatment center, during home visits, and post-treatment change maintenance.
Unfortunately, not all therapists in residenti al treatment centers are famil y therapi sts, and
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not all residential treatment centers apply systems concepts, even though they may
provide family therapy.

Role oft he parent. Prior research has not established a stron g theoretical
framework for the importance of congruence between parent and adolescent perceptions
of motivation as it has in the case of therapists. However, parents are, and will continue
to be, in the adolescent's "macro-system" (Bronfenbrenner, 1989). It appears that parents
may not understand their importance to treatment whi le the adolescent is in the
residential treatment center, and to change mai ntenance when the adolescent arrives back
home. It is important that parents be an integral part of their adolescent 's treatment,
regardless of whether one considers individual, group, or famil y therapy. Theoretically,
the matter of congruent perceptions of motivation becomes of particular importance. If
parents' perception of their adolescent's motivati on to change is not congruent to the
adolescent 's percepti on of their own motivation to change, parents will li kely be
frustrated with the lack of progress or seemingly unnecessary continuation of treatment.
Though the findings of thi s study were not able to support or re fute the
relationship between congruence of perceptions of motivation between ado lescent s and
their parents and increased progress in therapy, thi s does not mean that the questions are
not valid. Future research is critical , using an appropriate sample size to appropri ately
address these questions. Theoretically, it does appear that the congruence of perceptions
may be most influential for relapse prevention. If an adolescent is released from a RTC
and returns home, he or she needs to continue working toward a stage of maintenance in
their customary system. If parents perceive their adolescents as more or less moti vated to
continue with the changes the ado lescents began making in the RTC than the adolescents
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perceive themselves to be, parents will likely be less effective in helping maintain
changes at home. It is suggested that parents cont inue to assess the motivation of their
ado lescent following treatment in order to more effectively help their son or daughter
maintain changes initiated in treatment. Because of the potential benefit of understanding
congruence of perception and relapse, this assumption requires further study.

The precontemplation stage. Significant differences between perceptions of
mot ivation were found when examining the precontemplation stage for ado lescents and
therapi sts, and adolescents and parents. These data suggest that therapi sts and parents
perceived adolescents to have hi gher levels of precontemplation than adolescents
perceived themselves as having. If thi s were the case, then as it pertains to therapi sts, they
may be working with intervention s not reflective of the adolescents perceived level of
motiva tion. If their interventions were more gro unded in precontemplation than
preparation , adolescents may be have lost interest therapy. Relative to parents, thi s
incongruence could undermine the ado lescents ' perception of their parents support a nd
result in the adolescents adopting a more foreclosed position in treatme nt , espec iall y
when they returned home. If these assumptions are true, it is recommend ed that
therapists and parents be aware of thi s possibility and more accurately assess adolescents'
motivation for change so that they can be effective in their efforts to encourage and
support change. Ignorance of these assumptions may result in the adolescent being
mislabeled as " resistant" (Hanna & Hunt, 1999). On the other hand, increased awareness
and active assessment may lead to a stronger therapeutic relationship, both between the
therapist and adolescent and the adolescent and hi s parents. A greater therapeutic
relationship means greater likelihood of susta ined change.
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Limitations

To put the find ings in perspective, it is important to note the following limitati ons
so that the reader does not make invalid assumptions or over genera lize from the
findings. The most poignant lim itation involved the low return rate which resulted ill. a
limited sampl e from which the findings were derived. The sample size was limited by
the wi llingness of parents to give consent and the ado lescents to complete measures once
consent was obtained. Acquisition of consent was hindered in two ways. First, in that
follow up efforts of the clinicians was vo luntary, not all were as rigo rous in their follow
up as needed to get both parents and adolescents involved in the study. Second, some
parents did not respond, so regardl ess if an adol escent was willi ng to participate, they
cou ld not be included in the study. A second limitation of the samp le was that the sample
of ado lescents, therapi sts, and parenls was a conveni ence sample limited to one
cooperatin g residential treatm ent center. A final limit ation of the st udy's samp le had to
do w ith the number of males and fema les in the study. In that there was such a small
sample size, analyses by gender cou ld not be completed for parents and therapi sts.
The li mitations regard ing the sample of this study impacted the statistical
procedures used to analyze the data as well as the conclusions that cou ld be drawn from
the results. Some conclusions are tentatively made based on the findin gs of both
descriptive and inferential stati stics used to answer the research questio ns, but they are
done so tentatively, acknowledging the limitations of the sample.
A methodological li mitation of this study includes the measure of progress in therapy
used to answer research questions four and six. Progress in therapy was determined us in g
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one question adolescent. therapists and parents each answered on a Likert scale ranging
from I to 5, with 5 meaning "strongl y agree." The primary focus of this study was to
examine perceptions of moti vation, as determi ned by the URICA, T-PCMI , and P-PCMI ,
and how adolescents' perceptions of their motivation compared to those of their
therapists and parents. The relationship between congruence of perceptions of moti vation
and progress in therapy was exam ined in a cursory manner through questions four and
six, but future research is needed to exami ne these or similar questions more fu ll y to
determine if a relationship between congruence of perceptions of motivation and progress
in therapy ex ists, and what type of relationship it is. Besides devi sing a more effective
way of measuring progress, future research would also need a sample size sufficient to
lend itself to inferential statistical analysis.
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Therapist Demog raphic In strument

Ins tructions: For each question please check the box by the answer that best describes

yo u or write in the answer on the line.
I. Gender:

0 Male

0 Female

2. Whi ch best describes yo u age?
0 18-25
0 26-30
0 41 -50
0 31-40

0 4 1-50

0 31-40
0 70+

3. Wh ich best describes your Ethnicity/Race?
0 Caucasian/ white
0 Afri can-American/black
0 Asian
0 Hispanic
0 Nati ve American
0 Other. Pl ease Specify _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. What is the highest le vel of education you have obtained?
0 Doctorate degree
0 Masters degree

0 Other

5. What is your professional licensure? (check all that appl y)
0 LM FT
0 LCS W
0 LPC
0 Intern (S pec ify fi eld) _ __
0 Psychi atrist

0 Psyc hologist
O Other

G. How many yea rs post-li censure experience do you have? _ __

7. What is your predominant model of therapy? - - - -- - - -- - - - - - 8. How long have you been empl oyed as a therapist at LRA? _ _ _ _ _ __
9. What other positions have you held in the past 5 years?
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Therapist and Parent Validity Scale
Please answer each question accord ing to whether or not it describes you. If the answer is tru e, or mos tl y
true, mark TRUE. If the answer is false or mostly false, mark FALSE. Only mark one answer for each
questi on. Put your first response to each quest ion; work qu ickly, but don't be careless.

I.

z.3.
4.
5.
6.

Once in a whi le I think about things too bad to talk about.
At times I feel like swearing.
At times I feel like smas hing things.
I do not always tell the truth.
I do not read every ed itorial in the newspaper ever day.
I think a great many people exaggerate their misfortunes in order to gain the

True
T
T
T
T
T
T

False
F
F
F

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

F
F
F

F

F
F

sympathy_and help of others.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I I.
12.
13.

It takes a lot of argument to convince most people of the truth .

Once in a while I put off until to morrow what I ought to do today.
I have very few quarrels with members of my fami ly.
Sometimes when I am not fee ling well I am irritable.
I get angry somet imes.
M y table manners are not quite as good at home as when I am ou t in comoanv.

Most people will use somewhat unfa ir means to gain profit or an advantage
rather th an lose it.

14.
15
16.
17.
18
19.
20 .
21.
22.
23 .
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33
34.
35.

Often I can't understand why I have been so irritable and grou chy.
At times my thoughts ha ve raced ahead faster than I could speak them.
If I could get into a mov ie without paying and be sure I was not seen, I would

probably do it.
Criticism or scolding hurts rne terribl y.
I certain ly fee l useless at times.
It makes me impatient to have peop le ask my advice or otherwise interrupt me
when I am working on someth ing important.
I wou ld rather win th an lose a .game.
I have never felt better in mv life than I do now.
I like to know some important people because it makes me feel important.

What others think of me does not bother me.
It make s me uncomfort able to put on a stunt at a party even when ot hers are

doi ng the same sort of th ing.
I fi nd it hard to make talk when I meet new people.
I am against giving m oney to begrars.
I do not like everyone I know.
I frequently find myself worrying about something.
I goss ip a little at times.
I get mad easily and then ge t over it soon.
Sometimes in elections I vote for people about whom I know very litt le.
When in a group of people I have trouble thin king of the right things to talk
about.
Once in a while I laugh at a dirty joke.
I have periods in which I fee l unus uall y cheerful without any spec ial reason.
I think nearly anyone wou ld tell a lie to keep out of troub le.

36

I worry over money and business.

37.
38.
39.

At times I am fu ll of energy.
People often disappoint me.
I have sometimes felt that difficulties were pi ling up so high that I cou ld not

- -T- -

F
F
F
F

- F-

T
T

F

F

T
T
T

F
F
F

T
T
T
T
T

F

F

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

T
T
T
T
T

F
F
F

F

F

F

F

T

F
F

T

F
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overco me them.

40.
41.
42 .
43 .
44.

At periods my mind seems to wo rk more slowly than usua l.
I have often met people wh o were supposed to be expert s who were no better
than I.

I often thin k, " I wish I were a child again."
I find it hard to set aside a tas k that I have undertake n, even fo r a short time.
I like to let.people know where I stand on things.

F

T
T

F

T
T
T

F
F
F
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Revised URIC A (Lo ng Form)
(U niversity of Rhode Island Change Assessment)
Perception of Perception
Revised for Clinicians

Each statement in thi s questionnaire describe s how a clinician might perceive a person feels when start ing

therapy or approaching problems in th ei r lives. Please indicate the extent to which you tend to agree or
disagree with each statement. In each case, make your choice in term s of how you perce ive tht! client right
now, not what yo u have felt in the past or would like to feel. For all the statements that refer to yo ur client's

"problem", answer in terms of what you wri te on the "PROBLEM" line below. And "here" refers to the
place of treatment or the program.
In one or two words please indicate th e problem your clienl is being seen for.

There are FIVE possible responses to each of th e items in the questionnaire:

I =Strongly Disagree 2 = Disag ree
3 = Undecided 4 = Ag ree
5 = Stro ng!)' Agree

I.

2.

3.

Jumy opinion, this clieut:

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Und ecided

Agree

does not perceive him/herself as having
any problems that need changing.
thinks s/he might be ready for some
self-improvement.
perceives s/hc is doing someth ing about
the problem that had been bothering

I

2

3

4

Stron gly
Agree
5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

her/him.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
I I.

perceives it might be worthwh ile to
work on his/her problem.
perceives s/he is not the problem one. I
think that my child does not feel it
makes sense for hint/her to be there.
is worried that s/he might sli p back on a
problem they feel they have al ready
changed.
perceives s/he is finally doing some
work on his/her problem.
has been thinking that s/he might want
to change something about him/herself.
perceives s/he has been successful in
worki ng on his/her problem, but is not
sure slhe can keep up the effort on
his/her own.
perceives his/her problem is difficult at
ti mes, but feels s/he is working on it.
perce ives th at being there is pretty
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12.

13.

14 .

15.
16.

17.

18.

19.
20.
2 1.
22.
23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

much a waste of time for him/her
because th e problem does n ·t have to do
wit h him/her.
is hoping this place will help him/her to
better understand him/herself
perceives s/he has some faults, but fee ls
there is not hing thai s/he needs to
change.
perceives s/he is really working hard to
change.
perce ives s/he has a problem and really
thinks s/he should work at it
does not perceive that s/he has followed
tl1rough with what s/he had already
changed as wel l as slhe had hoped, and
therefore is at this center to prevent a
relapse of the problem.
perce ives thai alt hough s/he is not
always successful in chan ging, s/he is at
least working on his/her problem.
thought once s/he had resolved his/her
problem s/he would be rid of it, but
sometimes still finds him/herself
struggling with it.
wi shes s/he had more ideas on how to
so lve th e problem.
perceives s/he has started working on
the problem, but wou ld like help.
perceives ma ybe this piC!ce will be able
to help him/her
perceives s/he may need a boost right
now to help him/her.
perce ives s/he may be part of the
problem, but doesn' t reall y thin k s/he
is.
hopes that someone there will have
some good advice for him/her.
perceives anyo ne ca n talk about
changing; but percei ves s/he is ac tuall y
doing something about it.
perceives all this talk about psychology
is boring, and wonders why can't
people just forget about thei r problems.
perceives s/he is there to prevent
hi m/herself from ha ving a relapse of
his/her problem.
perceives him/herself as being
frustrated and believes that s/he might
be having a recurrence of a problem
slhe thought s/he had resolved.
has worri es, but thinks so does the next
guy. S/he wonders why spend time
thinkin g about them.
perceives slhe is actively working on

1

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

----3

--4

--s---

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5
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31.
32.

33.

his/her problem.
wo uld rather cope with his/her fault s
than try to change th em.
that after all s/he has done to try to
change her/his problem, every now and
again it comes back to haunt her/him.
is mak ing progress toward his/her
treatme nt goals.

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5
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Parent Demographic Instrument

Instructions: For each question please check the box by the answer that best describes
you or write in the answer on the line.

I. Gender:

0 Male

0 Female

2. Which best describes you age?
0 18-25
0 26-30
03 1-40
0 41-50

0 41-50

0 31-40
0 70+

3. Which best describes your Ethn icit y/Race?
0 Caucasian/white
0 African-American/black
0 Asian
0 Hi spani c
0 Native American
0 Other. Please Specify _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. What is your marital status?
0 Married, first maiTiage
0 Remarried
0 Divorced
0 Widowed

0 Single, never married
0 Cohabitating
0 Other

5. What is your state of res idence? _ __
6. Whi ch best describes your annual househo ld income?
0 Less than I 00,000 0 I 00 ,000 - 150,000 0 150,000 - 200,000 0 More than
200,000
7. What is the hi ghest level of education you have obtained ?
0 Some high school
0 High school graduate
0 Some college
0 Co llege grad uate
0 Masters degree
0 Doctorate degree
8. What is your occupation? _ _ _ _ __

0 Trade school
0 Some postgraduate

10 1
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Revised URI CA (Long Form)
(Uni versity of Rhode Island Change Assessment)
Perception of Perception
Revised for Parents

Each statement in this questionnaire describes how a parent might perce ive how their son or daughter feel s
when starting th erapy or approaching problems in their lives. Please indicate the ex tent to which you tend
to agree or disagree with each statement. In each case, make your choice in term s of how you perceive your

son or daughter right now, not what yo u have felt in the past or wo uld like to feel. For all the statements
that refer to your son or daughter's "problem", answer in tenns of what yo u write on the "PROBLEM" line
below. And "here" refers to Logan River Academy.

In one or two words please indicate the problem your son/daughter is being seen for.

There are FIVE poss ible responses to each of the items in the questionnaire:

I = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree
3 =U ndecided 4 = Agree
5 = Strong ly Agree

In my opinion, my son/daughter:

,~---;- - r;::---

----

Strongly
Disa2ree
I

Disagree

Undecided

2

3

---,-~----

Agree

Strongly
Agree
5

I.

does not perce ive him/herself as having

2.

any problems that need chan ging.
thinks s/he might be ready for some
self-improvement.

I

2

3

4

5

3.

perceives s/he is doing something about

I

2

3

4

5

l

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

4.
5.

the problem that had been botherin g
her/him .
perceives it might be worthwhile to
work on his/her problem.
perceives s/he is not the problem one. I

4

think that my ch ild does not fee l it
makes sense for him/her to be th ere.

6.

7.
8.
9.

is worried that s/he might slip back on a
problem they feel they have already
changed.
perceives slhe is finall y doing some
wo rk on hi s/her problem .
has been thinking that s/he might want
to change something about him/herself.
perceives slhe has been successful in

work ing on his/her problem, but is not
sure s!he can keep up th e effort on
his/her own.
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10.
II.

perceives his/her problem is difficult at
times, but fee ls s/he is working on it.

I

2

3

4

5

perceives that being there is pretty
much a waste of time for him/her

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

change.
perceives s/he is really working hard to
change.

1

2

3

4

5

perceives s/he has a problem and rea lly

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

because the problem doesn't have to do

12.
13.

with him/her.
is hoping this place wi ll help him/her to
better understand him/herself.
perceives s/he has some fault s, but feels·
there is nothin g th at s/hc needs to

14.
15.
16.

th inks s/he should work at it.
does not perceive that s/he has followed
through with what s/he had already
changed as well as slhe had hoped, and
therefore is at this center to prevent a

relapse of the problem.
17.

perceives that although s/he is not

always successful in chang ing, s/he is at
leas t •.vorking on his/her problem.

18.

19.
20.

thought once s/he had resolved his/her
problem s/he would be rid of it, but
sometimes still ti nds him/herse lf
struggling with it
wishes s/he had more ideas on how to
solve the problem.
perceives s/he has started work ing on
the problem, but would like help.

2 1.

perceives maybe thi s place will be able

22.

perceives s/he may need a boost right

23.

perceives s/he may be part of the

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

hopes that someone there will have
some good advice for him/her.

I

2

3

4

5

perce ives anyon e can talk about
changing; but perce ives s/he is ac tu ally

I

2

3

4

5

l

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

to help him/her.
now to help hi m/her.
problem, but doesn' t rea lly think slhe
is.

24.

25.'"
26.

27.

doing something' about it.
perceives all this talk about psychology
is boring, and wonders why can't
people just forget about their problems.
percei ves slhe is there to prevent

him/herself from having a relapse of
his/her problem.
28. perceives him/herself as being
fru strated and believes that slhe might
be having a recurrence of a problem
slhe thouglit s/he had resolved.
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29.

has worries, but thinks so does the next

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

.1

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

guy. S/he wonders why spend time
think ing about them.

30.
31.
32.

33.

perceives slhe is actively working on
his/her problem.
would rather cope with hi s/her faults
than try to change them.
that after all slhe has done to try to
change her/his problem, every now and
again it comes back to haunt her/him.
is making progress toward his/her
treatment goals.
:c.

34.

I would recommend this program to a
friend who had a so n/daughter that was
in the same situat ion

son/daugh ter.

as my
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Adolescent Demographic Inst rum ent

Instructions: For each question please check the box by the answer that best describes
you or write in the answer on the line.
I. Gender:

O Male

0 Fema le

2. What is your age?
3. Which grade are you in?
0 7111
111
0 11

0 g•h
0 12 111

0 9' 11
0 Other

0 10 111

4. Which best describes your Ethni city/ Race?
0 Caucasian/white
0 African -Ameri can/black
0 Asian
0 Hi spanic
0 Native Ameri can
0 Other. Pl ease Specify
5. How many months have yo u been at LRA ? ____ months.
6. Have yo u ever been in any other res identia l fac il ities?
0 Yes 0 No
a. If yes, li st the faci lity and how long yo u were there .
Facility

Length of Stay

7. What is the reason you came to LRA ? - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -Therapist Portion of Adolescent Demographic Instrument
I . Diagnosticall y, what was thi s adolescent referred for? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. What is the diagnostic emphasis of therapy at this time (if different from referral)?

3. What is your estimate of the adolescents GAF score at this time? _ _ _ __
4 . What is you r esti mate of the fam il y's GARF score at thi s time? _ _ _ __
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Adolescent Validity Scale
Please answer each question accordin g to whether or not it describes you. If th e an swer is true, or mostl y
true, mark TRUE. If the answer is fal se or mostl y fal se, mark FALSE . Only mark one answer for each
questi on. Put your first response to each question; wo rk quickly, but don't be carel ess.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19 .
20
21
22.
23.
24.

Once in a while I think about things too bad to talk about.
At times I feel like swearing.
At times I feel like smashing things.
I do not always tell the truth .
I do not read every editorial in the neW3"'JJer ever da y.
I think a grea t many people exaggerate th eir misfortunes in ord er to gain the

sympathy and help of others.
It takes a lot of argument to convince most people of the truth
Once in a while I put off until tomorrow what I ought to do today.
I have been suspended from school one or more times for bad behavior.
Sometimes when I am not fee ling we ll I am irritable.
I get angry sometimes.
My table manners are not quite as good at home as when I am out in compan y.
Most people will use somewhat unfair means to get what they want.
Often I can ' t understand why I have been so irritable andzrouchy.
At times my thoughts have raced ahead faster tha n I could speak them.

True
T
T
T
T
T
T

T

F
F

If I could get into a movie without paying and be sure I was not seen, I would

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

probably do it.
Criticism or scolding hurts me terribly.
I certainJy_ feel useless at times.

T
T

F

T

F

T
T
T
T
T

F
F
F

It makes me impatient to have people ask my advice or oth erwise interrupt me
when I am workin g on some1hing important.
I would rath er win than lose a game.
I have never felt better in my life than I do right now.
I like to know some important people because it makes me feel important.
What others think of me does not bother me.

32 .
33.
34.
35 .
36.
37.
38.

It makes rne uncomfortable to put on a stunt at a party even when others are
doing the same sort of thing.
I find it hard to make talk when I meet new people.
I am against giving money to beggars.
I do not like everyone I know .
I frequently find myself worrying about somethin ' ·
I gossip_a little at times.
I get mad easily and then get over it soon.
When in a group of people I have trouble thinking of the ri ght things to talk
about
Once in a while I laugh at a dirty joke.
I think nearly anyone would tell a lie to keep out of trouble.
I worry about money.
At times I am fu ll of energy.
I have periods in which I feel unusually cheerfu l without any special reason.
People often disappoint me.
I have sometimes felt that di ffi culties were piling up so high that I could not

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

39 .

overcome them.
At periods m_y_ mind seems to work more slowly than usual.

T

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

False
F
F
F
F
F
F

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

F

F
F

F
F
f
F
F

f

F
F
F
F

F
F
F
F

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

F
F
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40.

I have often met people who were supposed to be experts who were no better

T

F

41.
42.
43.

than I.
I often th in k, " I wish I were a chi ld aga in."
I find it hard to set aside a task that I have undertaken, even for a short time.
I like to let people know where I stand on thin gs.

T
T
T

F
F
F
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Appendi x H
Uni versity of Rhode Island Change Assessment (U RI CA)

Ill
URI CA (Lo ng Form)
(University of Rh ode Island C ha nge Assess men t)
Each statement of this questionnaire describes how a person might fee l when starting therapy or
approaching problems in their Jives. Please indicate the extent to which yo u tend to agree or disagree with
each statement. In each case, make your choice in terms of ho w you feel right no w, not what you have felt
in the past or would like to feel. For all the statements that refer to your "problem", answer in terms of what

yo u write on the "PROBLEM" line below. And "here" refers to the place of treatment or the program.
In one or two words please indicate the problem you are in th erapy for.

There are FIV E possible responses to each of the items in the questionnaire:

I ~S tron g l y Disagree 2 ~ Disagree
3 ~ U nd ec id ed 4 ~ Agree
5 ~ Stro n g l y Agree

I.
2.
3.

4.

As far as I'm concerned, I don't have
any problems that need changing.
I think I might be ready for some self·
improvement.
I am doin g something abo ut the
problems that had been bothering me.
It might be worthwhile to work on my
problem .

Strongly
Disa2ree
I
I

Disagree
2

--r--:z-

Undecided

Agree

3

4

--~--

J

- 4- -

Strongly
Al!ree

5

5 --

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

5.

I'm not the problem one. It doesn't
make much sense for me to be here.

I

2

3

4

5

6.

It worries me that I might slip back on
a problem I have already changed, so I
am here to seek help.
I am finall y doing some wo rk on my
problem.

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I've been thinking that I might want to
change something about myse lf.

I

2

3

4

5

I have been successful in working on

I

2

3

4

5

[

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

7.

8.
9.

10.
II.

12.

13.

my problem but I'm not sure I can keep
up the effort on my own.
At times my problem is difficult, but
I'm working on it.
Being here is pretty much a waste of
time for me because the problem
doesn't have to do with me.
I'm hoping this place will help me to
better understand myself.
I guess I have faults, but there's
nothing that I reall y need to change.

11 2
14.

I am really workin g hard to change.

15.

I have a probl em and I reall y think I
should work at it.
I'm not following through with what l
had already changed as we ll as I had

16.

4

5

3

4

5
5

I

2

3

I

2

1

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

5

[

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

5

hoped, and I'm here to prevent a

relapse of the problem.
17.

18.

Even th ough I'm not always successful
in changing, I am at leas t working on

my problem.
I thought once l had resolved my
problem l would be free of it, but
sometimes l still find myself struggling
with it.

19.

I wish I had more ideas on how to

20.

1 have started working on my problems

1

2

3

4

2 1.

but 1 wou ld like help.
Maybe th is pl ace will be able to help

I

2

·'

4

5

[

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

solve th e prob lem.

me.

22.

l may need a boost right now to help
me maintain the changes I've already

23.
24.
25.
26.

27

28.

29.

30.
31
32.

33 .
34.

made.
I may be part of th e problem, bm I
don't rea ll y think I am
I hope that someone here will have
some o-ood adv ice for me.

I

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

5

Anyone can talk about changing; I'm

actuall y doi ng somethin g abo ut it.
All this ta lk about psycho logy is
boring. Why can't people just forget
about their prob lems?
I'm here to prevent myse lf from hav ing

a relapse of my probl em.
[tis frustrating, but r feel1 might be
having a recurrence of a problem I
thought I had resolved.
I have wo rries but so does the next
guy. Why spend time think ing abo ut
them?
I am actively working on my problem.
I wo uld rather cope with my faults
than try to change them.
After all l had done to try to change
my problem, every now and again it
comes back to hau nt me.
I bel ieve I am making progress toward
my treatm ent goals.
I would recommend this program to a
fi:iend my age that was going through
the same kind of prob lems as I am.

2
_ _2____

-- ~ --

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

